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Introduction

In �	�� Thomas Watson� founder of IBM� remarked that he thought
that there was a �world market for maybe �ve computers��

In �		� the American magazine �Popular mechanics� reported opti�
mistically that computers in the future might weigh no more than
��� tons�

In �	

� Ken Olsen� founder of Digital Equipment� sco�ed that �there is
no reason anyone wants a computer at home��

In �		
� there were tens of millions of computers� either at a place of
work or at home� An advanced workstation may have a Gigabyte of
main memory� its processor consists of several million transistors and
can do a billion operations per second�

These historical facts and anecdotes may illustrate the rapid developments in the
area of VLSI �Very Large Scale Integration� digital circuits and computer technol�
ogy� Moreover� it may not be surprising that the design of circuits and systems with
several million parts is a very di�cult task and has raised problems which are far
beyond the scope of manual design� Over the last three decades� Computer�Aided
Design �CAD� tools have therefore been adopted for various tasks of the design
process� Nowadays� these tools have not only become widely used� but they are
indispensable�

However� applications in information processing� telecommunication or in industrial
control systems permanently require the construction of even more powerful high�
speed circuits� On the one hand� this imposes bigger and bigger challenges upon the
CAD systems� On the other hand� all these systems underlie the inherent complex�
ity in the manipulation of switching functions which has been extensively studied
in theoretical computer science �Weg�
� Mei�	�� One of the main problems is to

�



� Introduction

get the immense number of combinations of mathematical objects� the so�called
combinatorial explosion� under control�

A central problem in the design of CAD systems for VLSI circuits is the repre�
sentation of the functional behavior of a circuit� For an illustration we will shortly
consider the problem of combinational circuit veri�cation� Hereby it is to check
whether a combinational circuit C satis�es a given speci�cation S� For the solution
of this problem computer�internal representations for C and S have to be determined
which can then be used to test the relevant properties� Of course� this approach only
leads to a practical procedure� if both representations can be computed e�ciently
and practical algorithms are available to decide equivalence� satis�ability and sim�
ilar properties by means of the representations� The mentioned representations are
realized internally via data structures�

The underlying mathematical model of all these problems is the one of Boolean
algebra� Boolean functions f � f�� �gn � f�� �g are of particular importance in the
design and analysis of digital circuits� For this reason they are also called switching
functions� By introducing a suitable ����encoding all �nite problems can � at least
in principle � be solved by means of switching functions� The great importance of
switching functions is based on the possibility to obtain simpli�ed� optimized and
with optional properties provided circuits during the design process� Before applying
optimization techniques� the switching functions must be represented e�ciently�

Well�known classical representations of switching functions include truth tables� dis�
junctive normal forms� Boolean formulas or multi�level representations by means
of net�lists� They are all based on the idea to describe a given switching function
by means of a computation rule� With the permanently growing performance re�
quirements the drawbacks of these representations have become much more serious�
Descriptions in form of a truth table are never compact� For the more compact
representations there are insurmountable problems in the algorithmic manipulation�
Already the test if two disjunctive normal forms� two Boolean formulas or two net�
lists represent the same function is co�NP�complete �GJ
��� and hence we cannot
expect e�cient algorithms�

Within the last decade ordered binary decision diagrams� abbreviated OBDDs� have
attracted much attention� Since their invention by Bryant in �	�� �Bry��� they have
proven to be the most suitable data structure for Boolean functions in a large number
of applications� OBDDs represent Boolean functions by means of a decision process
in a rooted directed acyclic graph� Each internal node of the graph is labeled by one
of the input variables and has two outgoing edges� labeled � and �� Consequently�
each assignment to the input variables de�nes a unique path through the graph
culminating in an overall decision that can be either � or �� An additional order�
ing restriction on the variable occurrences on every path and two reduction rules
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serve to establish a canonical �i�e� unique� representation which can be manipulated
e�ciently�

However� as the running times of all algorithms on OBDDs are correlated to the
size of the input graphs and of the resulting graphs� it is an important task to
optimize the size of these graphs� This topic has become even more serious by the
observation that for a substantial number of OBDD�based applications the choice of
the optimization technique is the deciding factor whether a computation succeeds
or not�

The main optimization parameter of OBDDs is the underlying variable order� Many
research e�orts have tried to characterize the complexity of the relevant variable or�
dering problems �THY	�� MS	� BW	��� One of the main results is that the problem
of �nding the optimal variable order for a given OBDD is NP�hard �BW	��� Hence�
researchers have tried to come up with e�cient optimization algorithms for obtain�
ing large size reductions without aiming at the global minimum� The currently most
important algorithm for improving the variable order of an OBDD is called Sifting
�Rud	��� Unfortunately� there are many important applications� in particular in the
analysis of �nite automata��nite state machines �CBM�	� CM	��� where all these
optimization techniques reach their limits�

Contributions

In this work we propose and discuss new optimization approaches for decision dia�
grams� Our central topic is the use of

Transformation Techniques

to reduce the size of OBDDs� Within this framework we focus on two concepts that
are related to each other�

Encoding transformations� We systematically analyze and exploit the fact that
in the context of �nite state machines the state encoding can be used as an
additional optimization parameter�

Domain transformations� The concept of domain transformations� well�known
in many areas of mathematics and physics �e�g� Fourier or Laplace transfor�
mation�� has been proposed in �BMS	�� to enlarge the optimization space
of variable ordering� We characterize suitable classes of transformations and
show how these constructions can be well integrated into existing algorithms
for �nding good variable orders�
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One of the central achievements in the present work is the characterization of �suit�
able� transformations in the two optimization frameworks� It turns out that the
class of linear transformations is of particular importance� Linear transformations
are a classic element in many areas of mathematics and computer science� However�
recent research results also discovered new applications of linear transformations in
other �elds of actual interest� for example in algebraic complexity theory �Sha	�b� or
cryptography �see �Sha	�a� The	���� In the context of decision diagrams� the impor�
tance of linear transformations does not only origin from the well�known algebraic
background� but as will be shown they are the most attractive candidate concerning
e�cient implementations�

The present work is structured as follows�

In Chapter � we review the basic concepts and state�of�the�art techniques of binary
decision diagrams in VLSI design�

In Chapter � we discuss the additional optimization potential of state encoding
when �nite state machines are represented by OBDDs� For this purpose� we present
a comprehensive case�study of counter�type �nite state machines� We analyze the
size of the transition relation when these machines are represented by OBDDs� As
we want to investigate the in�uence of the state encoding we use a �xed appropriate
variable order� The main result of the chapter is that even for the restricted model
of counters the choice of the state encoding can make the di�erence between linear
and exponential representations in the given framework� Furthermore� we present
linear lower bounds for the OBDD�size of counters� By deriving the exact sizes for
important encodings we show that these encodings nearly meet the lower bounds�

In Chapter � we present optimization techniques for exploiting the additional op�
timization parameter of state encoding� We analyze local encoding transformations
which only involve a limited number of state bits� By proving several analogies to
the variable reordering problem� we show that local encoding transformations are
well�suited to achieve further reduction in the size of OBDDs� The central point of
this chapter results from a classi�cation of all re�encodings that involve only two
bits� We show that

� this class of re�encodings contains �up to some symmetry� exactly one trans�
formation which is not already captured by reordering techniques� a linear �or
exclusive�or� transformation�

� linear transformations can be implemented e�ciently�

For this reason we propose the use of linear transformations to �nd good re�
encodings� Furthermore we show that OFDDs� a variant of OBDDs� exhibit a dif�
ferent behavior in the presence of exclusive�or transformations than OBDDs� Some
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experimental results illustrate that the proposed method in fact yields a reduction
of the OBDD�sizes�

Chapter  is devoted to the optimization of decision diagrams by means of domain
transformations� In this framework� we show how to convert the general concept of
linear transformations into a fully automatic optimization technique� We propose a
new algorithm� called Linear Sifting� for this optimization that combines the e��
ciency of the Sifting algorithm and the power of linear transformations� The key idea
of this algorithm is the following� An elementary linear transformation xi �� xi� xj
�resp� its complement xi � xi � xj� for two neighboring variables can be imple�
mented in the same way as the swap of the two variables� Hence� it is possible to
integrate elementary linear transformations into existing reordering algorithms like
Sifting� We show that the new algorithm is applicable to large examples� and that
in many cases it leads to substantially more compact diagrams when compared to
simple variable reordering� In a comprehensive series of experiments the algorithm
decreases the total number of nodes by ��� with a geometric mean of individual
improvements of ���� For some circuits� the new optimization algorithm reduces
the size of the OBDDs up to 	���

Chapter � deals with an application of the Linear Sifting algorithm� In order to
simplify a synthesis task for particularly hard functions it is sometimes inevitable to
decompose the function in a preprocessing step� We propose to use the Linear Sift�
ing algorithm for automatically decomposing a target function within the synthesis
process� This algorithm presents an alternative to existing algorithms� Using our
method we are able to synthesize functions with standard tools which fail otherwise�

The second part of Chapter � presents theoretical results concerning limitations
of the Linear Sifting algorithm and important e�ects in connection with symbolic
synthesis algorithms� Our main result is the clari�cation of the following paradox�
ical observation� By using the Linear Sifting algorithm� the OBDD�size of adder
functions can be reduced by ��� Within a symbolic synthesis process� however�
the transformed adder requires exponentially more space resources than the original
one� In order to clarify this e�ect� we carefully analyze adder functions and their
behavior in the presence of Linear Sifting and a symbolic synthesis environment�

Finally� in Section � we give a short description of related approaches concerning
transformation techniques�

Parts of this work have already been published in a similar form� Chapter � in
�MT	
b�� Chapter � in �MT	�� Chapter  in �MST	
�� and some parts in the survey
article �MT	
a��
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Basic Concepts

This chapter will cover the basic concepts relevant for our work� In particular� we
survey some state�of�the�art techniques in the area of Boolean manipulation which
form the starting point for our analyses and new optimization concepts�

De�nition �� The following notations will be used throughout the text�

� IB denotes the set f�� �g�

� IBn denotes the set of all switching functions f�� �gn � f�� �g�

��� Binary Decision Diagrams

Ordered binary decision diagrams �OBDDs� �Bry��� Bry	�� are rooted di�
rected acyclic graphs representing switching functions� Each OBDD has two sink
nodes which are labeled � and �� Each internal � � non�sink� node is labeled by
an input variable xi and has two outgoing edges� labeled � and � �in the diagrams
the ��edge is indicated by a solid line and the ��edge by a dotted line�� A linear
variable order � is placed on the input variables� The variable occurrences on each
OBDD�path have to be consistent with this order� An OBDD computes a switching
function f � IBn in a natural manner� each assignment to the input variables xi
de�nes a unique path through the graph from the root to a sink� The label of this
sink de�nes the value of the function on that input� Figure ��� shows two OBDDs
for the function f � bc abc w�r�t� the variable order a � b � c�
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Figure ���� Two OBDDs for f � bc  abc

An OBDD is called reduced if it does not contain any vertex v such that the
��edge and the ��edge of v lead to the same node� and it does not contain any
distinct vertices v and v� such that the subgraphs rooted in v and v� are isomorphic�
Equivalently� an OBDD is reduced if none of the following local reduction rules can
be applied�

Deletion rule� If the �� and the ��edge of a node v lead to the same node u� then
eliminate v and redirect all its incoming edges to u�

Merging rule� If the nodes u and v are labeled by the same variable� their ��edges
lead to the same node� and their ��edges lead to the same node� then eliminate
one of the two nodes u� v� and redirect all incoming edges to the other node�

Both reduction rules are illustrated in Figure ����
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Figure ���� Reduction rules

Hence� the right OBDD in Figure ��� is reduced� For the algorithmic qualities of
OBDDs the following canonicity property is of fundamental importance �Bry����
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Fact �� With respect to a �xed order� the reduced OBDD for each Boolean func�
tion f � IBn is uniquely determined�

The size of an OBDD is the number of its nodes� Several functions can be represented
by a multi�rooted graph called shared OBDD� see Figure ���� In the following� all
functions are represented by a shared OBDD�

����� Construction and Manipulation

OBDDs are not only a canonical representation� but they can also be manipulated
quite e�ciently� We will mention some important features� For more details� we refer
to �Bry��� BRB	���

Let � denote an arbitrary Boolean operation IB 	 IB � IB� for example the con�
junction or the disjunction� In order to compute f � g from given OBDDs for the
functions f � g� the so�called Shannon expansion w�r�t� the top variable of the
order � can be used�

f � g � x �f jx�� � gjx���  x �f jx�� � gjx����

where f jx�� denotes the subfunction which results from f by replacing the variable
x by the value �� By repeated application of this decomposition an OBDD for f �
g is computed� In order to perform this task e�ciently� multiple calls with the
same argument pairs are avoided � instead� the previously computed result will be
looked up in a table� By using this technique� the originally exponential number of
decompositions is now bounded by the product of the sizes of both OBDDs� and the
basic algorithmic property of OBDDs follows�

Fact �� Let f� and f� be represented by two OBDDs P� and P� w�r�t� the same
order� For each binary operation � the reduced OBDD P for f � f� � f� can be
computed in time O�size�P�� 
 size�P����

����� Implementation Techniques

In most current implementations� several techniques are used to increase the com�
pactness of the representation and the e�ciency of the algorithms �BRB	��� One
device which will be relevant for our work is the use of complemented edges�
Each edge obtains an additional attribute bit� the complement bit� If the bit is not
set� the subfunction which the edge points to is interpreted in the original way�
If instead the bit is set� then the connected subgraph is to be interpreted as the
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f � bc abc using complemented edges

Figure ���� Shared OBDD and complemented edges

complement of the ordinary subfunction� Hence two functions f and f can be rep�
resented by essentially the same graph� and it is possible to complement a function
in constant time� Moreover� as the ��sink can be represented by the complement of
the ��sink there is only one constant node necessary�

The problem one has to deal with in the presence of complemented edges is the
loss of canonicity� In order to re�establish this property �Kar��� and �MB��� have
stated rules for the allowed positions of complemented edges� The basis for these
rules is the observation that some constellations of complement bit positions are
functionally equivalent� In particular� if we consider for a node v the triple of an
incoming and the two outgoing edges� there are eight possibilities for the triple of
the three attribute bits� Out of the eight combinations four pairs are functionally
equivalent� One possibility to re�establish canonicity is the rule that the ��edge of
every node cannot carry the complement attribute� Note that in the presence of
complemented edges the pointer to the root node of the OBDD can also be com�
plemented� Figure ��� shows an OBDD using complemented edges for the function
f � bc  abc from Figure ���� In our diagrams the edges whose complement bit is
set are represented by dotted lines�

����� The Variable Order

The size of an OBDD and therefore the complexity of its manipulation depends on
the underlying variable order � this dependency can be quite strong� An extreme
example is shown in Figure ��� The function

x�x�  x�x�  � � � x�n��x�n
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is represented by an OBDD of linear size w�r�t� to the variable order x�� x�� � � � �
x�n��� x�n� In contrast� w�r�t� the variable order x�� x�� � � � � x�n��� x�� x�� � � � � x�n the
reduced OBDD grows exponentially in n�
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Figure ��� In�uence of the variable order

The same e�ect occurs in the case of adder functions � here� the OBDD�size also
varies from linear to exponential in the number of the input bits depending on the
variable order� Other important functions like the binary multiplication of two n�bit
integers have OBDDs of exponential size for all orderings �Bry	���

Due to the strong dependency of the OBDD�size on the chosen variable order it is a
central problem in the manipulation of OBDDs to construct good orders� However�
it is known that the problem to construct an optimal order for a given OBDD is
NP�hard �BW	��� The currently best known exact algorithm is based on dynamic
programming and has running time O�n� 
 �n� �FS	�� resp� O�n 
 �n� for a slightly
improved variant �BW	��� For serious applications this method is not useful� The
practically relevant optimization strategies can be classi�ed into two categories�
heuristics and dynamic reordering�

Heuristics Here� the aim is to deduce a priori information from the application
which are useful for the determination of a good variable order� For the case of a
symbolic simulation� i�e� the construction of an OBDD from a given net�list of
a circuit� numerous methods have been developed in order to obtain a good order
from the topological structure of the circuit �MWBS���� The main drawback is that
the e�ect of these heuristic methods is quite problem speci�c and that so far� no
heuristic is known which is suitable for all cases�
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Dynamic reordering Another technique to minimize the OBDD�size is to im�
prove the variable order during the manipulation dynamically� The currently best
reordering strategy is called Sifting� As this algorithm is quite important for our
work we will give a detailed description in Section ������

����� Local Variable Swaps

All currently known dynamic reordering algorithms are exploiting the fact that two
adjacent variables in the order can be e�ciently swapped �FMK	��� It is indeed
possible to perform such a swap by accessing only the nodes labeled by the two
variables being exchanged�

Suppose that variables xi and xj are to be swapped� and that xi immediately pre�
cedes xj before the swap� Then the e�ect of the exchange on each node labeled xi
can be seen by applying Shannon�s expansion w�r�t� both xi and xj� Assuming f is
the function of a node labeled xi� we have�

f � xixjf��  xixjf��  xixjf��  xi xjf���

Rearranging the terms such that xi occurs before xj in each term yields�

f � xjxif��  xjxif��  xjxif��  xi xjf���

In words� the e�ect of a swap is to interchange f�� and f�� in the OBDD� This e�ect
is visualized in Figure ���� In a typical implementation the procedure of swapping
the two variables in the order can be performed in a time that is only proportional
to the number of nodes with label xi or xj�

x[i]

x[j] x[j]

x[j]

x[i] x[i] 

f11 f10

 

f01 f00

     

f11 f01 f10 f00

Figure ���� Swapping two variables xi� xj in the order
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����� The Sifting Algorithm

The currently best reordering strategy has been invented by Richard Rudell �Rud	��
and is called Sifting� It is a local search algorithm that iteratively improves the
variable order by a series of swaps of adjacent variables�

Each variable is considered in turn and is moved up and down in the order so as to
take all positions successively� The variable is then returned to the position where the
minimum size of the OBDD was recorded� The process then continues with another
variable� If during the algorithm the size increase of the OBDD exceeds a given
factor MaxGrowth� the current searching subroutine is interrupted immediately�

A pseudo code for a basic variant of the Sifting algorithm is shown in Figure ����
BDD�size�P� �� denotes the size of the �shared� OBDD P w�r�t� the variable order
�� For � � i � n� ��i� contains the index of the variable at position i in the order�
and ����j� contains the position of variable xj within the order� The algorithm uses
a subroutine swap��P� xi� xj� which exchanges xi and xj in the order and updates
the OBDD P as well as the arrays �� � and ���� ��

E�cient implementations of this basic variant also take care of the following exten�
sions�

�� Originally� Rudell proposed to choose MaxGrowth � �� In practice� however�
a smaller value like MaxGrowth � ��� typically leads to a big improvement
in time without loosing too much of the optimization quality�

�� As a heuristic preprocessing� the variables are sorted w�r�t� their number of
occurrences in the OBDD� The idea is to investigate the variables with the
highest optimization potential at �rst�

�� In the shown basic variant� each variable is moved at �rst to the top of the
OBDD �descending in the order�� and then to the bottom� As a typical heuris�
tic� a variable is moved at �rst in the direction of the nearer end�

� An important device to guarantee high speed in Sifting is the interaction
matrix� This matrix tells the swapping procedure whether two variables ap�
pear together in the support of some function! in other words� whether there
exists a root of the OBDD from which one can reach nodes labeled by both
variables� If two variables do not interact� the swap can be performed in con�
stant time� The interaction matrix is initialized before reordering starts� and
it remains invariant throughout the execution of the Sifting algorithm�

�� During the searching subroutines lower bounds for the OBDD�size are com�
puted� These lower bounds may tell us that during the movement of the vari�
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Sifting�P�� ��� f
�� Input� an OBDD P� and a variable order �� ��
�� Output� an OBDD P and a variable order � with

BDD�size�P� �� � BDD�size�P�� ��� ��
P � P�� � � ���
For all i � f�� � � � � ng f

��	a
 �� Move variable xi through the order ��
optsize � BDD�size�P� ���
optpos � curpos � startpos � ����i��
For j � startpos� �� � � � � � 	descending
 f

curpos � j�
swap��P� x��j�� x��j	����
If BDD�size�P� �� � optsize f

optsize � BDD�size�P� ���
optpos � j�

g
Else If BDD�size�P� �� � MaxGrowth � optsize f

Exit	Step ��	a

�
g

g
��	b
 For j � curpos� �� � � � � n f

curpos � j�
swap��P� x��j���� x��j���
If BDD�size�P� �� � optsize f

optsize � BDD�size�P� ���
optpos � j�

g
Else If BDD�size�P� �� � MaxGrowth � optsize f

Exit	Step ��	b

�
g

g
�� �� Put variable xi to the optimal position found in step �� ��

If curpos � optpos f
For j � curpos� �� � � � � optpos 	descending
 f

swap��P� x��j�� x��j	����
g

g
Else f

For j � curpos� �� � � � � optpos f
swap��P� x��j���� x��j���

g
g

g
g

Figure ���� The Sifting Algorithm
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able in the current direction� the minimum cannot be improved� In that case
the process of moving the variable in this direction is interrupted immediately�

In many cases� the Sifting algorithm leads to very good variable orders� If the OBDD
is not too large� its time consumption is acceptable in many applications� especially
because the quality of the variable order can make the di�erence between success
and failure in completing an application �Bry	���

By exploiting additional criteria like the symmetry relations between individual
variables� the basic variant of Sifting can be further improved �PSP	� PS	���

��� Variants of OBDDs

����� Ordered Functional Decision Diagrams

If f denotes the function which is represented by a node in the OBDD with label
xi� and g� h denote the functions represented by the two sons� then Shannon�s
decomposition

f � xig  xih

is satis�ed� It is also possible to perform other decomposition types in the nodes�
for example the so�called Reed�Muller expansion

f � g � xih�

These ordered functional decision diagrams �OFDDs� �KSR	��� are partic�
ularly useful in connection with problems based on the exclusive�or operation�
e�g� the minimization of AND�XOR�polynomials� Going a step further� it is shown in
�DST		� that the di�erent decomposition types can be combined within the same
graph while preserving good algorithmic properties �ordered Kronecker func�

tional decision diagrams� OKFDDs��

����� Zero�Suppressed Binary Decision Diagrams

For many applications with a combinatorial background the corresponding Boolean
functions are � at only very few positions� This observation is exploited by the
so�called zero�suppressed BDDs �ZBDDs� ZDDs� by means of a modi�ed elim�
ination rule �Min	�� Min	�a�� In contrast to OBDDs� we will not eliminate the nodes
with identical �� and ��successor� but those nodes whose ��successor is the ��sink�
see Figure ��
� By using this data structure many problems in the areas of two� and
multi�level logic optimization have been solved e�ciently �Cou	� Min	�a��
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Figure ��
� Elimination rule for ZDDs

��� Transformed Binary Decision Diagrams

As described in section ����� the main optimization parameter of OBDDs is the
underlying variable order� In �		�� Bern� Meinel and Slobodov"a �BMS	�� �see also
�MS	
�� proposed a general framework for enlarging this optimization space� They
showed that the concept of domain transformations� well�known in many areas
of mathematics and physics �e�g� Fourier or Laplace transformation�� can also be
applied in the context of Boolean manipulation� They developed the concept of
transformed BDDs �TBDDs� which allows to manipulate Boolean functions by
using transformed versions of the functions�

More precisely� they construct cube transformations � which are bijective map�
pings from IBn � IBn� A cube transformation � induces a mapping #� � IBn � IBn

onto the Boolean algebra IBn with #� �f��a� � f���a�� for every a � �a�� � � � � an� �
f�� �gn�

Now� instead of representing and manipulating the original function f � IBn� the
idea is to use the transformed function #� �f� � f���� This variable transformation
preserves the e�cient manipulation as shown by the following fact�

Fact �� If � � IBn � IBn is a cube transformation� and f�� f� � IBn are Boolean
functions� then #� de�nes an automorphism on IBn� i�e� the following holds�

	� f� � g� if and only if #� �f�� � #� �g���


� Let � be any binary operation on IBn� If f � f� � f�� then #� �f� � #� �f�� �
#� �f���

In other words� due to the second statement the polynomial complexity of the
Boolean operations remain valid even if we work with the transformed functions� If�
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for example� one wants to check two given functions for equivalence� statement �
tells us� that in this situation it is not necessary at all to retransform the functions�

The realization of this general framework requires to �nd good techniques for �nding
suitable variable transformations � which lead to small OBDD�sizes for the trans�
formed versions of the relevant functions� The �rst idea which has been proposed
by �BMS	�� is based on type�based transformations�

De�nition �	 A complete type � over the variables fx�� � � � � xng is de�ned like
a �not necessarily reduced� OBDD with three exceptions�

	� It has only one sink�


� There does not need to exist an underlying variable ordering�

�� On each source�to�sink�path� each variable occurs exactly once�

Figure ��� shows a complete type for the four variables x�� x�� x�� x��

x4

x3 x1

x2 x1 x3 x2

x1 x2 x3

Sink

Figure ���� Complete type

With the help of complete types we may de�ne cube transformations� In the follow�
ing� let � be a �xed complete type� Then each assignment a � �a�� � � � � an� � f�� �g

n

de�nes a uniquely determined source�to�sink�path p�a� within �� a�i� denotes the
index of the variable tested in the i�th position of p�a�� The cube transformation
� � IBn � IBn for the given complete type � is de�ned by

��a�� � � � � an� � �aa��� � � � � � aa�n��
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In �BMS	�� heuristics have been proposed to construct suitable type�based trans�
formations from a given circuit topology�

One of the main advantages of this transformation technique are that its realization
works on top of a given data structure� Hence� in contrast to other OBDD�variants
it is not necessary for the TBDD�realization to replace existing OBDD�packages�
but instead the new optimization techniques can be integrated on top of an existing
OBDD�package �see also �FKB	����

��� Finite State Machines

Many problems in the area of VLSI design can be modeled by means of �nite state
machines which are the underlying model of sequential circuits� Figure ��	 shows a
small example�

q0

q1q3  

q2

0/1

1/0

0/1

1/0

0/1

1/0

0/1

1/1

Figure ��	� Simple �nite state machine

De�nition �
 A �nite state machine �FSM� M is de�ned by a tuple M �
�Q� I� O� �� 	�Q��� where

� Q is the set of states�

� I is the input alphabet�

� O is the output alphabet�

� � � Q	 I � Q is the next�state function�

� 	 � Q	 I � O is the output function� and

� Q� is the set of initial states�
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As usual in VLSI design� all components of the state machine are assumed to be
binary encoded� Let p be the number of input bits� n be the number of state bits
and m be the number of output bits� Then � is a function IBn 	 IBp � IBn� 	 is a
function IBn 	 IBp � IBm� and Q� is a subset of IB

n�

The transition behavior of a binary encoded �nite state machine can be represented
via the transition functions ��� � � � � �n or via the transition relation�

De�nition �� LetM � �Q� I� O� �� 	�Q�� be a binary encoded �nite state machine
with n state bits and p input bits� The �characteristic function of the� transition
relation T � IB�n	p � IB of M is de�ned by

T �x�� � � � � xn� y�� � � � � yn� e�� � � � � ep� � T �x� y� e� �
nY
i��

�yi � �i�x� e�� �

where � is the Boolean equivalence function� The variables x�� � � � � xn are called
current�state variables� and the variables y�� � � � � yn are called next�state vari�

ables�

The importance of the transition relation originates from two aspects� On the the�
oretical side� it represents all possible transitions of the �nite state machine within
a single Boolean function� On the practical side� the transition relation is of basic
importance for the algorithms on �nite state machines that will be discussed in the
next section�

��� Reachability Analysis

Many problems in the context of �nite state machines� like equivalence checking� can
be solved by means of symbolic OBDD�representations� The core of the OBDD�based
method is to reduce the veri�cation of global system properties to the veri�cation of
local properties which hold for all states that can be reached from the initial state�
For this reason� reachability analysis is of particular importance in the process of
formal veri�cation� By using the OBDD data structure the set of reachable states
is computed and compactly represented�

The standard reachability algorithm is based on a breadth��rst traversal of the �nite
state machine �CBM�	� CM	��� A basic variant can be described as follows� Let

j�x�� � � � � xn� � f�� �g

n � f�� �g be the characteristic function of the states which
can be reached in at most j steps� The computation of the function 
j	� starting
from the function 
j is described by the following Boolean equation which re�ects
the computation of the images of all states in 
j under the next�state function ��
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j	��y�� � � � � yn� � 
j�y�� � � � � yn�

 �x�� � � � � xn �e�� � � � � ep

�
nY
i��

�yi � �i�x� e��
j�x�� � � � � xn�

�
�

where �xi the Boolean existential quanti�er

�xif � f jxi��  f jxi���

This iteration is continued� until eventually a �xed point is reached which represents
the set of reachable states� There are many re�nements and variants of this form of
image computation which all aim at keeping possible intermediate results during the
computation small� The currently best methods for image computation are mainly
based on the idea to partition the constant part of the above equation�

nY
i��

�yi � �i�x� e�� �

the transition relation� in order to perform the quanti�cations as e�ciently as pos�
sible �BCL		� RAB		���

��� Relevant Software Systems

The implementation of our optimization ideas which will be presented later on has
been integrated into the environment of existing software systems� We will shortly
mention the relevant systems�

��	�� The CUDD Package

The CUDD package �Colorado University Decision Diagrams� is a software li�
brary written in the programming language C� It provides large number of functions
to manipulate OBDDs and ZDDs� Furthermore it can handle so�called algebraic de�
cision diagrams �ADDs� �BFG		���� which serve to represent functions from f�� �gn

to an arbitrary set� The package has been developed by Fabio Somenzi and his
working group at the University of Colorado at Boulder� Its initial version became
available in April �		�� Meanwhile� the last publicly available version is numbered
������

Recent experimental studies have shown that the package provides one of the most
e�cient implementations of BDD�based algorithms �Sen	�� MGS	
��
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CUDD�s primary distinguishing features are a large number of algorithms and heuris�
tics for dynamic variable reordering� In particular� support is provided for Sifting�
group Sifting �Sifting on user�de�ned variable groups�� window permutations �all
variable�order permutations among a group of adjacent variables in the BDD are
tested �FMK	�� ISY	���� identi�cation and linking of symmetric variables �PS	���
simulated annealing �BLW	��� and genetic algorithm�based reordering �DBG	���

��	�� The SIS System

SIS �Sequential Interactive Synthesis� is an interactive tool for synthesis and
optimization of combinational and sequential circuits �SSL		�� SSM		��� It has been
developed at the University of California at Berkeley� and is currently available in
version ����

Given a state transition table� a signal transition graph� or a logic�level description of
a sequential circuit� it produces an optimized net�list in the target technology while
preserving the input�output behavior� As a special case it can produce an optimized
net�list in the target technology when starting from the logic�level description of a
combinational circuit�

SIS has been a pioneering system in the area of modern design tools� and contains
a large number of state�of�the�art algorithms� It has also been widely used within
commercial environments� and has in�uenced many industrial systems �Mic	��

The SIS program employs OBDDs as internal data structure�

��	�� The VIS System

VIS �Veri�cation Interacting with Synthesis� is a software system that inte�
grates the synthesis� simulation and formal veri�cation of �nite state machines� It
has been developed jointly at the University of California at Berkeley and at the
University of Colorado at Boulder �BHS		��� Currently� the newest version is release
���� In VIS� the underlying data structure for all algorithms are OBDDs and ZDDs�
It is possible to choose between di�erent OBDD packages� Currently� the following
packages are supported�

� The CUDD package�

� The package of David Long developed at Carnegie Mellon University �Lon	���

� The so�called breadth��rst package which has been developed at the University
of California at Berkeley �SRBS	���
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VIS can interact with SIS to optimize the existing logic by reading and writing
the BLIF format �Berkeley Logic Interchange Format� �SSL		��� which describes
circuits by means of net�list descriptions�



Chapter �

The Influence of the State

Encoding

As described in the previous chapter� the main optimization parameter of OBDDs
is the underlying variable order� Many research e�orts have tried to characterize
the complexity of the relevant variable ordering problems and to come up with
e�cient optimization algorithms for obtaining large size reductions without aiming
at the global minimum� Unfortunately� there are many important applications� in
particular in the analysis of �nite state machines� where this optimization technique
reaches its limits�

In connection with �nite state machines the OBDD�size does not only depend on the
variable order but also on the state encoding� For a �xed state encoding there are
many �nite state machines whose OBDD�representations are large w�r�t� all variable
orders �ATB	�� The general idea which will be investigated in this chapter and the
following one is to use the state encoding as an additional optimization potential�

This general optimization idea immediately raises questions from di�erent aspects�

Principle aspects� To which extent can the choice of the state encoding in�uence
the OBDD�size at all �

Practical aspects� Which techniques can be used to exploit this optimization po�
tential �

In this chapter we will give results concerning the �rst question� Later on� in the
next chapter� we will turn towards the second question�

��
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For the characterization of the optimization potential� we consider classes of counters
which have a simple structure but which appear in numerous practical examples� For
these classes� we analyze the relationship between the state encoding and the OBDD�
size from a combinatorial point of view and give some precise answers concerning
this relationship�

In particular� we consider the autonomous and the loop counter shown in Figure ���
�GDN	���
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��
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��
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���
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�a� Autonomous counter �b� Loop counter

Figure ���� Counter types

In Figure ���� the input symbol �� at an edge means that this edge is used for
both inputs � and �� In addition to the two depicted counters we analyze an acyclic
counter which can be constructed out of the autonomous counter by deleting the
�backward� edge from the last state to the �rst state� The results� although derived
for a quite speci�c class of �nite state machines� serve as reference examples for the
task of �nding re�encodings� The main contributions of this chapter are�

�� When �xing the variable order in a reasonable way� we derive the exact OBDD�
sizes for the counters w�r�t� some important encodings�

�� We present lower bounds for the OBDD�sizes of counter encodings which are
very close to the derived OBDD�sizes for the standard encoding� These bounds
underline the suitability of the standard encoding in this context�

�� We construct worst�case encodings which lead to exponential�size OBDDs and
hence demonstrate the sensitivity in choosing the appropriate state encoding�

��� Basic Framework

In order to prove precise statements about the relation between the state encoding
and the OBDD�size we will use the transition relation which has been introduced in
De�nition ��
�
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The application which stands behind the transition relation is to compute the set
of reachable states� Therefore� we can consider equivalently the transition relation
of the underlying non�deterministic �nite state machine in which the inputs have
been eliminated� In terms of Boolean manipulation this modi�cation corresponds to
an existential quanti�cation over the inputs� Note that the transition relation can
be used to represent a �nite state machine even if the next�state function does not
exist� for example if the state machine is non�deterministic�

As already mentioned in Section ��� the most e�cient implementations of this gen�
eral concept work with a partitioned transition relation� However� for the investi�
gation of the question in how far the choice of the state encoding can in�uence
the OBDD�size� we chose to consider the unpartitioned transition relation for the
following reasons�

� The unpartitioned transition relation represents the given �nite state machine
in a single function�

� The analysis does not depend on the speci�c choice of partitioning heuristics�

� Although for large state spaces� the transition relation is typically signi�cantly
larger than other representations �like a partitioned variant�� the general tech�
niques which we present remain valid for many types of representations�

For a �nite state machine M � we derive the reduced OBDD�size for the charac�
teristic function of its transition relation� This size is shortly called OBDD�size
of M � The OBDD�size crucially depends on the chosen variable ordering� There
are two variable orderings which often appear in connection with �nite state ma�
chines� the separated ordering x�� � � � � xn� y�� � � � � yn and the interleaved ordering
x�� y�� x�� y�� � � � � xn� yn �ATB	� Kri	��

For practical applications� the interleaved variable ordering is often superior to the
separated ordering� If one considers for example a deterministic autonomous �i�e�
input�independent� machine with a bijective next�state function� then the OBDD
w�r�t� the separated ordering has exponential size� The reason is that after reading
the variables x�� � � � � xn all induced subfunctions are di�erent� The restriction to �x
the variable ordering is reasonable in our context� as we want to analyze the e�ect
of di�erent state encodings�

��� The Lower Bound

We will investigate lower bounds for the OBDD�size of an autonomous counter with
�n states where we keep the interleaved variable order �xed and vary over all ��n�$
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possible n�bit state encodings� For the �rst lower bound we make use of the fact
that the next�state function of the autonomous counter is bijective �as the inputs
are not relevant for an autonomous machine� we can consider the next�state function
as a function from Q to Q�� Note� that every �nite state machine with a bijective
next�state function is autonomous �i�e� input�independent��

Theorem �� Let M�n be an autonomous �nite state machine with �n states� n
encoding bits and a bijective next�state function� The OBDD�size of M�n w�r�t� the
interleaved variable order is at least �n ��

Proof We show that for each � � i � n� there are at least � nodes with label
xi or yi� As the next�state function is bijective� each of the �n variables appears on
every path from the root to the ��sink� There exists a node A labeled by xi whose
��edge leads to a sub�OBDD which does not represent the constant � �otherwise the
next�state function cannot be a total function�� In this sub�OBDD there exists a
path from the root to the ��sink� and therefore the root must be labeled by yi �see
Figure ��� �a��� Analogously� there exists a node B labeled by xi whose ��edge leads
to a sub�OBDD with root label yi�

�a� The two OBDD�parts �b� Assumption

A:x[i]

y[i] ...

... ...

B:x[i]

... y[i]

... ...

A:x[i]

y[i]

... ...

Figure ���� Lower bound

If we assume that A and B are identical and that the two roots of the sub�OBDDs
are identical� then node A can be reduced� see Figure ��� �b�� The resulting OBDD
has a path from the root to the ��sink on which the variable xi does not appear� a
contradiction� Altogether we have at least �n internal nodes and � sink nodes� �

The next theorem improves the lower bound by explicitly using the properties of a
counter�

Theorem �� The OBDD�size of an autonomous counter with �n states� n encod�
ing bits and interleaved variable order is at least n ��
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Proof First� we show that every variable x�� � � � � xn must appear at least twice in
the OBDD� Assume for a contradiction that xi appears only once� As the next�state
function is bijective each ��path in the OBDD goes through the vertex labeled by xi�
Every assignment �x�� y�� � � � � xi��� yi��� � f�� �g

�i�� that leads to the xi�node can be
combined with every assignment �xi� yi� � � � � xn� yn� � f�� �g�n��i	� that leads from
the xi�node to the ��sink in order to construct a transition of the counter� Intuitively�
these two groups of variables act independently� For each �xi� � � � � xn� there exists a
vector �yi� � � � � yn� such that the assignment xi� yi� � � � � xn� yn leads from the xi�node
to the ��sink� After exactly �n�i transitions of the form xi � � � xn � yi � � � yn the cycle
w�r�t� the last n  i  � variables is �nished� Analogously� the �rst i  � variables
form a cycle of length �i��� The resulting cycle is of length �n if and only if the
least common multiple of �i�� and �n�i	� is �n which is impossible for � � i � n�
Analogously� we can show that each variable yi must appear at least twice in the
OBDD� Altogether there are at least n � internal nodes� �

��� The Behavior of Important Encodings

����� The Standard Minimum�Length Encoding

First� we consider the standard encoding where �n states are represented by n bits�
and the encoding of a state qi is the binary representation of i �see Figure ����� Let
M�n be the autonomous counter with �

n states under this encoding�

state encoding
q� �� � � � ���
q� �� � � � ���
q� �� � � � ���
���

���
q�n�� �� � � � ���

Figure ���� The standard encoding

The MSB��rst �most signi�cant bit �rst� variable order is the interleaved variable
order which reads the bits in decreasing signi�cance� In contrast� the LSB��rst
variable order reads the bits in increasing signi�cance�

Lemma �� For n � �� the reduced OBDD for M�n w�r�t� the MSB��rst variable
order has �n � nodes�
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Proof The idea is to use the OBDD for M�n�� in order to construct the OBDD
forM�n � Formally� this leads to a proof by induction� We show� The reduced OBDD
is of the form like in Figure �� �a� �in the sense that the shown nodes exist and are
not pairwise isomorphic� with sub�OBDDs A and B and has exactly �n � nodes�
The case n � � can easily be checked�

�a� Structure of �b� Induction �c� Induction
the OBDD hypothesis step

x1

y1 y1

A B

x2

y2 y2

A B

x1

y1 y1

C:x2 D:x2

y2 y2 y2 0

A 0 B A 0 B

Figure ��� MSB��rst

Induction step� The OBDD for the n � bits x�� � � � � xn has the form like in Figure
�� �b�� Let jxj be the binary number that is represented by a bit�string x � f�� �g	�
With this notation we have
A� leads to the ��sink if and only if jy� � � � ynj � jx� � � � xnj �� x� � � � xn �� �� � � � ��
B� leads to the ��sink if and only if x� � � � � � xn � �� y� � � � � � yn � ��

We construct the reduced OBDD for M�n like in Figure �� �c�� The subfunctions
rooted in C and D have the following meanings�
C� leads to the ��sink if and only if jy� � � � ynj � jx� � � � xnj �� x� � � � xn �� �� � � � ��
D� leads to the ��sink if and only if x� � � � � � xn � �� y� � � � � � yn � ��

It can easily be checked that all the subfunctions rooted in the new invented nodes
are pairwise di�erent� Therefore size�M�n� � size�M�n��� �  � � size�M�n���  ��

�

Lemma �� For n � �� the reduced OBDD for M�n with respect to the LSB��rst
variable order has �n � nodes�
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Proof The case n � � can easily be checked�
Induction step� The OBDD for the n  � variables x�� � � � � xn has the form like in
Figure ��� �a�� We have
A� leads to the ��sink if and only if jyn � � � y�j � jxn � � � x�j � or x� � � � � � xn � ��
y� � � � � � yn � ��
B� leads to the ��sink if and only if jyn � � � y�j � jxn � � � x�j�

�a� Structure w�r�t x�� � � � � xn �b� Induction step

x2

y2 y2

0 A B 0

x1

y1 y1

0 x2 x2 0

y2 y2 y2

0 A B 0 0 B

Figure ���� LSB��rst

The construction of the reduced OBDD for M�n like in Figure ��� �b� yields

size�M�n� � size�M�n��� �  � � size�M�n���  ��

�

Note that the OBDD�sizes for the MSB� and the LSB�variable order are equal�
although the OBDDs are not isomorphic� The main reason for the equality in size
is the fact that in both OBDDs there is only one bit of information that has to be
passed from the level of yi�� to the level of xi for � � i � n�

It is quite remarkable that these OBDD�sizes for the standard encoding nearly meet
the lower bound of n �� We conjecture that the standard encoding is even optimal�
In order to prove a better lower bound� one might have to establish much more
sophisticated communication complexity arguments which connect local OBDD�
properties with the global single�cycle�property of a counter�
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����� The Gray Encoding

Another important minimum�length encoding is the one where the encoding of state
i is the Gray code representation of i� The Gray code has the property that all
successive code words di�er in only one bit� The n�bit Gray code can be constructed
by re�ecting the �n  ���bit Gray code� To all the new code words� a leading � is
added� Figure ��� shows a �bit Gray code with least signi�cant bit x��

Decimal number
� � � �  � � 
 � 	 �� �� �� �� � ��

x� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
Gray x� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
code x� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

x� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Figure ���� �bit Gray code

As in the case of the standard encoding� the MSB��rst variable order reads the bits
in decreasing signi�cance� x� and y� correspond to the most signi�cant bit�

Lemma �	 For n � �� the OBDD�size of the autonomous counter with respect to
the Gray code and MSB��rst variable order is ��n 	�

Proof The case n � � can easily be checked�
Induction step� Let MG

�n be the autonomous counter with �
n states under the Gray

encoding� The OBDD for MG
�n�� has the form like in Figure ��
�

x1

y1 y1

A B C D

Figure ��
� Gray code OBDD�structure
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x1

y1 y1

x2 x2 x2 x2

y2 y2 0 y2 y2 0 y2 y2

D C 0 A 0 B B 0 A 0 C D

Figure ���� Gray code induction step

We construct the reduced OBDD forMG
�n as shown in Figure ���� The frontier of the

constructed OBDD illustrates the re�ecting property of the Gray code� It follows

size�MG
�n� � size�M

G
�n��� �  �� � size�MG

�n���  ���

�

The OBDD�representation for the Gray encoding is also linear but the corresponding
factor is bigger than the factor for the standard encoding� The essential reason for
this di�erence is the re�ecting property of the Gray code which does not allow an
immediate use of the OBDD for MG

�n�� when constructing the OBDD for MG
�n �

It can be checked that the LSB��rst variable order yields exactly the same number
of nodes as the MSB��rst order� The construction for LSB��rst works as follows�
Consider the n � most signi�cant bits of each Gray code word� For all i� the trun�
cated code words corresponding to the decimal numbers �i and �i � are identical�
If one considers only the code words which correspond to the even �or equivalently
odd� decimal numbers� one obtains a Gray code of lower dimension� The recursive
OBDD�construction adds in each step �� nodes like in the case of the MSB��rst
order�

��� A Worst�Case Encoding

Of course� it is easy to construct autonomous �nite state machines with bijective
next�state function together with an encoding which have exponential OBDD�size
w�r�t� the interleaved variable order� Things become more di�cult if one wants to
construct the encoding of an autonomous counter that leads to exponential OBDD�
size� In the following we construct an encoding in which the �rst nodes in the OBDD
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labeled by x�� y�� � � �� xn��� yn�� and their outgoing edges lead to a complete tree� The
number of nodes with label xn��	� will therefore be �

n and the OBDD will have more
than �n	� nodes�

There are �n di�erent assignments to the leading variables x�� y�� � � �� xn��� yn��
and �n transitions in the �nite state machine� To ensure that the leading variables
in the OBDD generate a complete tree� we construct the next�state function in the
following way�

�� For each assignment to the leading variables� there exists exactly one assign�
ment to the tail variables xn��	�� yn��	�� � � � � xn� yn which leads to the ��sink
in the OBDD�

�� Each of the �n assignments to the tail variables appears exactly once in the
construction�

For the construction of the worst�case counter� we build up two tables� the transi�
tion table and the tail table�

Transition table� This table consists of �n rows� Each row describes one transition
x� � � � xn � y� � � � yn of the counter� Initially� some of the bits are already set to � or
�� All the �n assignments for the leading variables x�� y�� � � � � xn��� yn�� are inserted
in the table in the following way� In row i of the table� � � i � �n� the integer i is
represented in binary by the bits x� � � � xn��y� � � � yn��� The bits of the tail variables
are not a�ected by this initial construction � these entries are marked by stars and
will be �lled during the construction� The transition table after this initial step is
shown in Figure ��	�

There is an additional entry called visited in each row which helps to keep track
which rows of the table have already been �lled during the construction algorithm�
Initially� every entry in the visited column is set to �FALSE��

x� � � � xn�� xn��	� � � � xn y� � � � yn�� yn��	� � � � yn visited
�� � � � �� � �� � � � �� � FALSE
�� � � � �� � �� � � � �� � FALSE

���
���

���
���

���
�� � � � �� � �� � � � �� � FALSE
�� � � � �� � �� � � � �� � FALSE

���
���

���
���

���
�� � � � �� � �� � � � �� � FALSE

Figure ��	� Initial structure of the transition table
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Tail table� This table consists of �n rows which contain the �n di�erent assignments
for the tail variables xn��	�� � � � � xn� yn��	�� � � � � yn� In each row there is an additional
entry called used which helps to ensure that each assignment is only used once
during the construction� Initially� every entry in the used column is set to �FALSE��
The tail table is shown in Figure �����

xn��	� � � � xn yn��	� � � � yn used
�� � � � �� �� � � � �� FALSE
�� � � � �� �� � � � �� FALSE

���
���

���
�� � � � �� �� � � � �� FALSE

Figure ����� Initial structure of the tail table

The entries of the transition table which are marked with a star are �lled during
the construction� The task is to put each assignment for the tail variables into one
row of the transition table in such a way that the induced transitions x� � � � xn �
y� � � � yn form a cycle of length �n� Note that this construction guarantees that the
two properties are satis�ed� We use the algorithm of Figure �����

Claim The �nite state machine that is constructed by the algorithm is a counter�
i�e� the cycle has length �n�

The claim follows from three statements�

�� In step ���a� there exists an assignment in the tail table with the desired
properties�

�� If the while�condition in step � is not satis�ed �i�e� the while�loop terminates��
then x� � � � xn � �� � � � � in the present row of the transition table�

�� When the while�loop terminates� all �n assignments for the tail variables have
been marked as used�

Before proving the statements we show why the claim follows from them� From
statement � it follows that step ���b� is well�de�ned in each processing of the loop
body� Due to the �niteness of the tail table and step ���c�� the algorithm terminates�
Statements � and � guarantee that the construction builds a cycle of length �n�
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�� For each row of the transition table� Set xn��	� � � � xn �� y� � � � yn���

�� Set the present row to the top row of the transition table�

�� While visited in the present row is set to �FALSE�

�a� Set the visited entry in the present row of the transition table to
�TRUE��

�b� Choose the maximal �w�r�t� the represented binary number� assign�
ment for the tail variables from the tail table which matches the as�
signment for xn��	� � � � xn in the present row and whose used entry is
set to �FALSE��

�c� Set the used entry for the chosen assignment in the tail table to
�TRUE��

�d� Set yn��	� � � � yn in the transition table to the chosen assignment for
yn��	� � � � yn�

�e� Let R be the row in the transition table in which the assignment for
x� � � � xn is identical with the assignment for y� � � � yn in the present
row�

�f� Set the present row to row R�

Figure ����� Construction of the worst�case counter

Proofs of the statements�
�� The visited column of the transition table guarantees that each row of the transi�
tion table is at most once the present row � otherwise� the while�loop immediately
terminates� For a �xed assignment X to xn��	� � � � xn the number of rows in the tran�
sition table in which the assignment X appears is �n��� Therefore there are at most
�n�� situations during the run of the algorithm in which an assignment is needed in
step ���b� that extends X� On the other hand there are also �n�� assignments for
the tail variables in the tail table which extend X� Therefore in each processing of
step ���b�� there is at least one previously unused suitable assignment left�

�� Consider the assignment for y� � � � yn in the present row after step ���d�� Due to
step � of the algorithm this assignment is equal to xn��	� � � � xnyn��	� � � � yn in the
present row� Due to step ���d� and �e� this assignment determines the assignment
for x� � � � xn in the new present row� It follows� Whenever a row with a given bit
sequence for x� � � � xn becomes the present row in step ���f�� this bit sequence has
just been marked as used in the tail table in step ���c�� This makes it impossible
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that a row becomes the present row in step ���f� more than once�

After the �rst processing of the loop body� the top row is marked as visited� but
the bit sequence �� � � � � has not been marked as used in the tail table� Therefore
the only possibility to enter a row whose visited entry is already set to �TRUE� is
to enter the top row�

�� Due to statement �� the last chosen assignment for the tail variables is �� � � � ��
As in step ���b� the maximal assignment is chosen� all �n�� assignments of the form
�� � � � � � � � � �n��f�� �gn�� must have already been used now� Therefore� due to the
bit shifting in step � and step ���e�� all assignments � � � �� � � � � � f�� �gn���n�� in the
tail table must have already been used now� Using again that in ���b� the maximal
assignment is chosen� it follows that all �n assignments for the tail variables have
been used when the while�loop terminates� �

Example �
 We will illustrate the processing of the worst�case construction for
the case n � � The transition table and the tail table after step � of the algorithm
are shown in Figure �����

Transition table

x�x� x�x� y�y� y�y� visited
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE
�� �� �� � FALSE

Tail table

x�x� y�y� used
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE
�� �� FALSE

Figure ����� Worst�case construction for n �  after step �
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Figure ���� shows the two tables at the end of the construction� Here� the visited
and the used columns also contain information at which moment of the algorithm
the �ags are set to �TRUE�� An entry i in the visited resp� used column indicates
that this �ag is set to �TRUE� in the i�th iteration of the while�loop�

Transition table

x�x� x�x� y�y� y�y� visited
�� �� �� �� �
�� �� �� �� �
�� �� �� �� 	
�� �� �� �� �
�� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� 

�� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� �
�� �� �� �� �
�� �� �� �� �
�� �� �� �� 
�� �� �� �� �

Tail table

x�x� y�y� used
�� �� ��
�� �� ��
�� �� �
�� �� �
�� �� ��
�� �� �
�� �� ��
�� �� �
�� �� ��
�� �� ��
�� �� 	
�� �� 
�� �� 

�� �� �
�� �� �
�� �� �

Figure ����� Worst�case construction for n � 

Initially� the top row is the present row� Consequently� the visited entry of the top row
contains a � in Figure ����� In step ���b� of the algorithm the entry x�x�y�y� � ����
is chosen which is therefore labeled by a � in the tail table� Due to step ���d� and
���e� this chosen assignment makes the row with entry x�x�x�x� � ���� become
the present row in step ���f� and hence during the next iteration of the while�loop�
Consequently� this row is labeled by a � in the visited column�

The next chosen entry from the tail table is ����� and hence the bottom row is
the present row at the beginning of the third iteration of the while�loop� In this
iteration� the entry ���� from the tail table is chosen� At the end of the algorithm� the
transition table contains all the transitions of a counter with the stated properties�

Remark The �rst paragraph of this section implies that the constructed OBDD has
at least �n subfunctions of the form fx��a������xn���an���y��b������yn���bn�� for a�� � � � � an���
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b�� � � � � bn�� � f�� �g� Hence� the worst�case construction also holds for a bigger class
of variable orders than only the �xed interleaved order x�� y�� � � � � xn� yn� Namely�
it also holds for all variable orders in which all variables from the upper half come
from the set fx�� � � � � xn��� y�� � � � � yn��g and all variables from the lower half come
from the set fxn��	�� � � � � xn� yn��	�� � � � � yng�

��� Related Topologies

The exact OBDD�sizes for the standard and the Gray encoding are summarized in
Figure ���� All results are valid for n � ��

autonomous counter loop counter acyclic counter
Standard MSB��rst �n�� �n�� �n��
Standard LSB��rst �n�� �n�� �n��
Gray MSB��rst ��n�	 ��n�	 ��n���
Gray LSB��rst ��n�	 ��n��� ��n���

Figure ���� Related topologies

With similar techniques most of the results that have been proven for the au�
tonomous counter can also be established for the loop counter and the acyclic
counter� The lower bound of n  � can be transferred to the acyclic counter� The
construction can be slightly modi�ed to prove a n lower bound for the loop counter
which becomes non�deterministic after the elimination of the inputs� The worst�case
construction for the autonomous counter can also be used to construct a worst�case
encoding for the acyclic counter�

��� Conclusion and Open Questions

We have given some precise results on the relation between state encodings and
the size of OBDD�representations� These results show a strong dependence and
therefore recommend to investigate e�ective re�encoding techniques to exploit this
optimization potential� This will be done in the next chapter�

The general open problems concerning the material of the current chapter are to
analyze non�linear topologies of �nite state machines� more general variable orders
and the behavior during reachability analysis in the context of state encodings� For
these tasks� the presented results and analysis techniques form the basic ingredients�
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Chapter �

Local Encoding

Transformations

In this chapter we will be concerned with techniques for exploiting the extended op�
timization framework of OBDDs that has been investigated in the previous chapter�

The underlying general problem of all these e�orts is the following� Given the OBDDs
for the next�state and output functions of a �nite state machine � if one is interested
in the input�output behavior of the machine� in how far can the internal state
encoding be exploited to minimize OBDD�sizes � Our approach targets at applying
local encoding transformations� i�e� transformations which involve only a limited
number of encoding bits� These transformations can be interpreted as a re�encoding
of the symbolic states� The aim is to minimize OBDD�sizes by iterated application of
local transformations� The advantage of this approach is that the costs of applying
these transformations are still manageable�

The chapter is structured as follows� We begin with considering the principle op�
timization potential of re�encoding techniques from an asymptotical point of view�
Then� in Section ���� we analyze the advantages of local encoding transformations�
In Section ��� we propose the application of the XOR�transformation and show why
this transformation is most promising among the set of all encoding transformations�
At the end of the section we describe an implementation of this transformation and
give some experimental results which illustrate the positive impact of the presented
ideas�

�	
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��� Motivation	 The Potential of Re�encoding

As a starting point for the presented techniques� let us again consider the au�
tonomous counter from Figure ���� this time from an asymptotical point of view�

The following theorem shows that almost all encodings for the autonomous counter
lead to exponential�size OBDDs� even for their optimal variable order� The size refers
to the shared OBDD�size of the transition functions ��� � � � � �n�

Theorem �� Let e�n� denote the number of n�bit encodings for the autonomous
counter with �n states which lead to a �shared� OBDD of size at most �n�n w�r�t�
their optimal variable order� Let a�n� � ��n�$ denote the number of all possible
counter encodings� Then the ratio e�n��a�n� converges to zero as n tends to in�nity�

The proof of the theorem can be found at the end of the chapter� in Section ��
�
It is based on ideas of �LL	�� and classical counting results of Shannon �Sha	�� An
analogous result can be established for the characteristic function of the transition
relation and its OBDD�size�

De�nition �� An encoding transformation� shortly called a re�encoding� is
a bijective function  � IBn � IBn that transforms the given state encoding to a new
encoding� �For an example see Figure ��	�� If a state s is encoded by a bit�string
c � IBn� then its new encoding is �c��

symbolic original new
state encoding encoding
q� �� ��
q� �� ��
q� �� ��
q� �� ��

q0

q1q3  

q2

0/1

1/0

0/1

1/0

0/1

1/0

0/1

1/1

original: 00, new: 01

original: 01
new: 11

original: 10, new: 00

original: 11
new: 10

Figure ���� Encoding transformation �c�� c�� � �c�� c��

This modi�cation of the internal state encoding does not modify the input�output
behavior of the state machine� The machine with the new encoding is denoted by
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M � � �Q�� I� O� ��� 	�� Q�
��� Its encoded next�state function� output function and set

of initial states are computed as follows�

���s� e� � ������s�� e���

	��s� e� � 	����s�� e�� �����

Q�
� � �Q���

where �� �� � IBn 	 IBp � IBn� 	� 	� � IBn 	 IBp � IBm� and Q�� Q
�
� � IBn�

The transition relation of the re�encoded machine M � can be obtained from the
transition relation of M as follows�

Lemma �� Let T �x� y� e� be the characteristic function of the transition relation
of M � Then the characteristic function T ��x� y� e� of the transition relation of M � is

nY
i��

�
��
i �y� � �i�

���x��
�
�

Therefore T ��x� y� e� can be obtained from T �x� y� e� by the substitutions yi �� ��
i �y�

and xi �� ��
i �x�� � � i � n�

Proof The lemma is a consequence of the following equivalences�

T ��x� y� e� � � �� �i yi � i���
���x��� �� y � ������x���

�� ���y� � �����x�� ��
nQ
i��

�
��
i �y� � �i�

���x��
�
� �

�

Example �� The large potential of re�encoding techniques can now be demon�
strated at the example of the autonomous counter� By Lemma ��� there exists an
encoding such that the transition relation of the autonomous counter with �n states
and n encoding bits has at most �n � nodes even if the variable order is �xed to
x�� y�� � � � � xn� yn� Hence� for each given encoding of an autonomous counter� there ex�
ists a re�encoding which leads to OBDDs of linear size� As according to Theorem ���
most encodings lead to OBDDs of exponential size� the gain between the original
OBDD and the OBDD after a suitable re�encoding is exponential in most cases� The
aim now is to �nd the suitable re�encoding that leads to small OBDD�sizes�
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��� Local Re�encodings

In the previous section we have shown that re�encodings may have a large impact
on the OBDD�size� It is possible that the OBDD becomes much smaller� but in
the case of a badly chosen re�encoding the OBDD could even become much larger�
This situation is comparable to the problem of �nding a good variable order for
an OBDD� When changing the variable order of an OBDD� the graph may become
much smaller in the best case or much larger in the worst case� This sensitivity is
the main reason why it is hard to �nd a good re�encoding or a good variable order�

For the e�ective construction of good variable orders it has turned out that the
most e�cient strategies are based on local exchanges of variables� The presently
best strategies for �nding good variable orders dynamically are based on the Sifting
algorithm of Rudell that has been described in Section ������ The main principle
of this algorithm is based on a subroutine which �nds the optimum position for
one variable� if all other variables remain �xed� This subroutine is repeated for each
variable� There are two main reasons why this strategy works e�ciently�

Bounded size alteration� If one variable xi is moved to another position in the
OBDD� the size of the OBDD cannot change arbitrarily much� in particular it
cannot explode� �BLW	�� have shown the following theorem�

Theorem �	 Let P be an OBDD� If a variable xi is moved to a later position
in the variable order� then the size of the resulting OBDD P � satis�es

size�P ��� � size�P �� � size�P ���

If a variable xi is moved to an earlier position in the variable order� then the
size of the resulting OBDD P � even satis�es the relation

size�P ���� � size�P �� � � size�P ��
�

Practical studies have shown that in most cases the resulting sizes are even
far below the worst�case estimations� Hence� each application of the above
mentioned subroutine keeps the size of the OBDD manageable� However� this
bounded size alteration for the subroutine does not mean that the optimization
potential is limited� The iteration of this subroutine allows to minimize OBDDs
very e�ectively�

Continuity� The procedure for moving a variable xi to a di�erent position in the
order works continuously� During this process only the variables between the
original and the new position of xi are involved� and all nodes labeled by
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the remaining variables remain untouched� In particular� the time complexity
of this operation is very small if xi is moved to an adjacent position� and
it increases with the number of variables between the original and the new
position of xi in the variable order�

In the case of re�encoding the situation is analogous� It seems to be very hard to
�nd the right global re�encoding� whereas it is very promising to combine and iterate
operations with restricted local e�ect� Our approach to construct local re�encodings
 � IBn � IBn is to keep most of the bits �xed �i�e� i�x� � xi� and vary only on a
small number of bits� In particular� if we vary only � bits� we will speak of two�bit
re�encodings� In this case it follows from the worst�case bounds for the synthesis
and the substitution of OBDDs that the OBDDs remain polynomial�

Example �
 The exchange variables re�encoding i�j � IB
n � IBn� � � i� j �

n� is de�ned as follows �The following de�nition shows the case i � j� the case i � j
is de�ned analogously��

�q�� � � � � qn� �� �q�� � � � � qi��� qj� qi	�� � � � � qj��� qi� qj	�� � � � � qn�

Obviously� the exchange variables re�encoding has the same e�ect on the next�state
functions as exchanging the state variables xi and xj in the variable order� From
all the ��n�$ possible encoding transformations n$ can be generated by the iterated
application of this transformation type� The inverse mapping �� from Equation ���
does not a�ect the size of the resulting OBDDs as this mapping only causes the
renaming of the two functions �i and �j�

Note� that the transformation which exchanges the encodings of two �xed states
may not be seen as a local operation� although the transformation seems to be very
simple�

��� The XOR�Transformation

We will now propose XOR �exclusive or��transformations� This transformation is a
local re�encoding which operates on two bits�

De�nition �� An XOR�transformation i�j� � � i� j � n� is de�ned by

�q�� � � � � qn� �� �q�� � � � � qi��� qi � qj� qi	�� � � � � qn�

Short notation� qi �� qi � qj� For an example see Figure ����
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original new
encoding encoding
q� q� qnew� qnew�

� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �

Figure ���� The XOR�transformation q� �� q� � q�

Indeed� XOR�transformations provide a solid basis for the design of e�ective re�
encodings due to the following facts�

�� The number of possible re�encodings generated by the iterated application of
XOR�transformations is much larger than the number of possible variable or�
ders� Thus� XOR�transformations considerably enlarge the optimization space�
On the other hand� the number of these re�encodings is much smaller than the
number of all re�encodings which makes it possible to keep the search space
manageable�

�� The size in�uence of this transformation is bounded in a reasonable way like
in the case of local changes in the variable order�

�� A precise analysis even shows that an XOR�transformation contains the same
asymmetry as the movement of one variable in the variable order� Namely� the
bounds for the e�ect of a transformation xi �� xi�xj depends on the position
of xi and xj in the variable order�

� The XOR�transformation is in fact the only new possible re�encoding on two
variables�

�� The XOR�transformation can be implemented e�ciently like an exchange of
two variables in the order�

In the following subsections we will prove these statements�

����� Enumeration Results

The following combinatorial statements characterize the size of the optimization
space provided by the use of XOR�transformations�
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Lemma �� �	� Let t�n� be the number of possible encoding transformations that
can be generated by the iterated application of XOR�transformations� It holds

t�n� �
n��Y
i��

��n  �i��

�
� The quotient of t�n� and the number of all possible encoding transformations
converges to zero as n tends to in�nity�
��� Let v�n� �� ��n�$ denote the number of possible variable orders for the transi�
tion relation of an autonomous �nite state machine with n state bits� The fraction
v�n��t�n� converges to zero as n tends to in�nity�

Statement � says that in the case of autonomous state machines� there are much
more encoding transformations generated by XOR�transformations than variable
orders for the transition relation� This relation also holds when the number of input
bits is �xed and the number of state bits becomes large�

Proof ��� Obviously� each XOR�transformation is a regular linear variable transfor�
mation over the �eld ZZ�� Moreover� the XOR�transformations provide a generating
system for all regular linear variable transformations� Therefore the state encodings
which can be obtained by iterated XOR�transformations are in ����correspondence
with the regular n	 n�matrices over ZZ��

The number of these matrices can be computed as follows� The �rst row vector b�
can be chosen arbitrarily from ZZn� n �� The i�th row vector bi� � � i � n� can be
chosen arbitrarily from

ZZn� n
n i��X
j��

	jbj � 	�� � � � � 	i�� � ZZ�g�

These are �n  �i�� possibilities for the vector bi� This proves the claimed number�

��� This statement follows from the relation

t�n�

��n�$
�
�n

�

��n�$
�
�n��$

��n�$
� � as n���

��� It holds

��n�$

t�n�
�
�n��n ��

�n  ��


��n ����n ��

�n  ��

 
 


� 
 �

�n  �n��
� � as n���

�

In particular� the number of possible encoding transformations which can be gener�
ated by the iterated application of XOR�transformations is smaller than �n

�
which

is exactly the number of all n	 n�matrices over ZZ��

It follows from the previous proof that all exchanges of two state variables can be
simulated by the iterated application of XOR�transformations�
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����� Bounded Size Alteration

Let  be the XOR�transformation qi �� qi � qj� Then the inverse transformation is
de�ned by

�� � qi �� qi � qj�

i�e� we have  � ��� The e�ect of ������
��� in Equation ��� can be split into two
parts�

�� Substitute the current�state variable xi by xi � xj�

�� Replace the function �i by �i � �j�

It does not matter which of these two steps is executed �rst�

Lemma �� Let P�� � � � � Pn be the OBDDs for ��� � � � � �n and P �
�� � � � � P

�
n be the

OBDDs after the application of the XOR�transformation qi �� qi� qj� The following
holds�

%�size�Pi�
����size�Pj�

���� � size�P �
i � � O�size�Pi�

� 
 size�Pj�
���

%�size�Pk�
���� � size�P �

k� � O�size�Pk�
��� k �� i�

The upper bound immediately follows from the facts that the substitution of an
OBDD P� into one variable of an OBDD P� leads to an OBDD of size at most
O�size�P��

� 
 size�P���� and that the operation P� � P� leads to an OBDD of size at
most O�size�P�� 
 size�P���� For the lower bounds it su�ces to observe  � ���

In case of the transition relation both the current�state variables and the next�state
variables have to be substituted� This leads to the result

%�size�P ����� � size�P �� � O�size�P ����

where P and P � are the original and the re�encoded OBDD for the transition relation�
respectively�

����� Stronger Bounds

For a more re�ned analysis of the XOR�transformation we use the following theorem
from �SW	��� In particular� we will re�ne the analysis for the substitution of a
variable xi by xi � xj in an OBDD�
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Theorem ��� The reduced OBDD representing f with variable order x�� � � � � xn
contains as many xi�nodes as there are di�erent functions fS� S � f�� � � � � i  �g�
depending essentially on xi �i�e� f

S
xi�� �� fSxi���� Here f

S � fx��a������xi���ai��
where

aj � � if j �� S� and aj � � otherwise� �

Let sk be the number of nodes labeled by xk in the OBDD P and s�k be the number
of nodes labeled by xk in the OBDD P � which is the result of the transformation�

Theorem ��� The size of an OBDD w�r�t� the variable order x�� � � � � xn after the
application of the substitution xi �� xi � xj is bounded from above by

��s�  � � � si���  �  si	�  � � � sn  � in case j � i

and by

s�  � � � si  �si	�  � � � sj��  sj	�  � � � sn  ��
� in case i � j�

The proof of this theorem can be found at the end of the chapter� in section ��
�
It applies ideas from �BLW	��� in which local changes in the variable order are
analyzed�

Corollary ��� Let P be an OBDD and P � the resulting OBDD after the substi�
tution xi �� xi � xj� Then

size�P ��� � size�P �� � � size�P � if xj � xi�

size�P ���� � size�P �� � size�P �� if xi � xj�
�

The analogy between the behavior of the XOR�transformation and the local changes
in the variable order recommends to use XOR�transformations for the optimization
of OBDD�sizes�

The XOR�transformation xi �� xi�xj for j � i and j � � k � i can be visualized
as shown in Figure ���� Let A and B be the two sub�OBDDs whose roots are the
children of an xi�node� Consider a path from xj to xi� If this path contains the ��edge
of xj� the subgraph rooted in xi remains unchanged� If instead the path contains
the ��edge of xj� the �� and the ��successor of the xi�node are exchanged� This
modi�cation can prevent subgraph�isomorphisms in the new sub�OBDDs which are
rooted in an xk�node� j  � � k � i�
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x[j]

 ...

x[i]

A B

��
remains
unchanged

x[j]

...  

x[i]

A B

��

x[j]

...  

x[i]

B A

�a� path along ��edge of xj �b� path along ��edge of xj

Figure ���� Mutation xi �� xi � xj for xj � xi

����� General Two�Bit Re�encodings

The e�ect of each two�bit re�encoding can be split into the two�parts �Substitute
the two variables xi and xj by some functions� and �replace the two functions �i
and �j by some functions�� The variable substitution has an impact on all functions
which depend essentially on xi or xj� whereas the function replacement only a�ects
the functions �i and �j�

Figure �� shows that all re�encodings which are induced by the $ � � bijective
functions f � IB� � IB� can be obtained by a combination of maximal one XOR�
transformation� an exchange variable transformation and the identity� Hence� beside
the exchange variable transformation merely XOR�transformations are needed to
produce all two�bit re�encodings� We write a two�bit re�encoding which is induced
by f as

fi�j � �x�� � � � � xn� �� �x�� � � � � xi��� f��xi� xj�� xi	�� � � � � xj��� f��xi� xj�� xj	�� � � � � xn�

The substitution xi �� xi does not a�ect the size of the OBDD� As xi � xj � xi�xj �
xi�xj� each of the above � transformations has the same e�ect w�r�t� the OBDD�size
as a combination of the exchange variables transformation� the XOR�transformation
and the identity operation� Moreover� for each of the � transformations� a combi�
nation of at most two of the �basis� transformations su�ces�

We remark that in connection with decomposition types of decision diagrams similar
completeness results have been established in �BD	���
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f���� f���� f���� f���� function

� �� �� �� �� �x�� x�� � id
� �� �� �� �� �x�� x� � x��
� �� �� �� �� �x�� x��
 �� �� �� �� �x� � x�� x��
� �� �� �� �� �x�� x� � x��
� �� �� �� �� �x� � x�� x��

 �� �� �� �� �x�� x� � x��
� �� �� �� �� �x�� x��
	 �� �� �� �� �x�� x� � x��
�� �� �� �� �� �x� � x�� x��
�� �� �� �� �� �x�� x��
�� �� �� �� �� �x� � x�� x��

f���� f���� f���� f���� function

�� �� �� �� �� �x� � x�� x��
� �� �� �� �� �x�� x��
�� �� �� �� �� �x� � x�� x��
�� �� �� �� �� �x�� x� � x��
�
 �� �� �� �� �x�� x��
�� �� �� �� �� �x�� x� � x��
�	 �� �� �� �� �x� � x�� x��
�� �� �� �� �� �x�� x� � x��
�� �� �� �� �� �x� � x�� x��
�� �� �� �� �� �x�� x��
�� �� �� �� �� �x�� x� � x��
� �� �� �� �� �x�� x��

Figure ��� General two�bit re�encodings

����� Implementation Aspects

In this section we will describe how to implement the XOR�substitution xi �� xi�xj
e�ciently� Our starting point is the consideration of local changes in the variable
order� In order to modify the variable order of OBDDs we iterate exchanging vari�
ables in adjacent levels� Since an exchange of adjacent variables is a local operation
consisting only of the relinking of nodes in these two levels� this can be done e��
ciently as shown in Figure ���� In order to move a variable xi behind an arbitrary
variable xj in the order� the exchanges of adjacent variables are iterated�

x[i]

x[j] x[j]

x[j]

x[i] x[i] 

f11 f10

 

f01 f00

     

f11 f01 f10 f00

Figure ���� Swapping two variables xi� xj in the order

In case of the XOR�operation and adjacent variables xi and xj� we can proceed
analogous to the level exchange� Figure ��� shows the case where xj is the direct
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successor of xi in the order� The case where xi is the direct successor of xj in the
order works analogously� If xi and xj are not adjacent� it would of course be helpful
if we could simulate the substitution xi �� xi�xj by a sequence like xi �� xi�xi	��
xi �� xi� xi	�� � � �� xi �� xi� xj� However� this straightforward idea does not work�
as this would require operations in the intermediate steps which in�uence more than
two adjacent levels�

x[i]

x[j] x[j]

x[i]

x[j] x[j] 

f11 f10

 

f01 f00

     

f01 f10 f11 f00

Figure ���� Performing xi �� xi � xj for two neighboring variables xi� xj

A method that works and is only slightly more expensive than the exchange of two
non�adjacent variables is the following� First� shift the variable xi to a new position
in the order which is adjacent to xj� Then perform the XOR�operation� and then
shift the variable xi back to its old position� This technique retains the locality of
the operation� as only nodes with a label xk are in�uenced whose position in the
order is between xi and xj�

��� Who Pro
ts From XOR �

In principle� the applicability of the XOR�transformation is not restricted to the
use of OBDDs as underlying data structure� It can also be applied to other data
structures for Boolean functions� However� the strong relationship between the XOR�
transformation and local changes in the variable order like in the case of OBDDs
does not always transfer to other representations� We will demonstrate this e�ect
on OFDDs�

Ordered functional decision diagrams �OFDDs� are a modi�cation of OBDDs which
have been described in Section ������ Each node v with label xi in an OBDD repre�
sents a Shannon decomposition

f � xi 
 g  xi 
 h�
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whereas each node v with label xi in an OFDD represents a Reed�Muller decompo�
sition

f � g � xi 
 h�

In both decompositions the functions g and h are independent of xi and are the
functions which are represented by the subgraphs rooted in the two successor nodes
of v�

It has been shown in �BLW	�� that local changes in the variable order have the same
e�ect on OFDDs like on OBDDs� In particular� the exchange of two variables xi and
xj in the order only a�ects the nodes of an OBDD resp� OFDD which are labeled
by a variable whose position in the order is between xi and xj� These observations
justify the notions of local changes� From the proof of Theorem ���� it follows that
the XOR�transformation for OBDDs has also this pleasant local property� However�
in spite of the fact that the Reed�Muller decomposition seems to operate well with
XOR�transformations� the substitution xi �� xi � xj for OFDDs does not have the
local property like in the case of OBDDs�

x1

x2 x2 

g h r s

Figure ��
� OFDD for f � g � x� 
 h� x� 
 r � x� 
 x� 
 s

To prove this statement� consider the OFDD in Figure ��
 which represents the
function

f � g � x� 
 h� x� 
 r � x� 
 x� 
 s

for some functions g� h� r� s independent of x�� x�� The function f ��x�� � � � � xn� �
f�x� � x�� x�� � � � � xn� is

f � � g � x� 
 h� �x� � x�� 
 r � �x� � x�� 
 x� 
 s

� g � x� 
 �h� r � s�� x� 
 r � x� 
 x� 
 s�

Hence� there must exist a node in the OFDD for f � representing the function h�r�s�
As h� r and s are arbitrary functions� the substitution operation xi �� xi � xj does
not have the local property� However� as the ��operation is a polynomial operation
on OFDDs� the result of the substitution remains polynomial�
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A tight relationship between our re�encoding techniques and speci�c OBDD�variants
is the following� In a more general setting� the concept of domain transformations
has been proposed for the manipulation of switching functions� This concept has
been described in Section ����

It turns out that every re�encoding function  de�nes a transformation within the
TBDD�concept� However� the OBDDs for the next�state functions of a re�encoded
machine with re�encoding function  are not isomorphic to the �TBDDs� as in
the OBDDs of the re�encoded machine� the transformation �� is also involved �see
Equation ����� in section �����

��� Experimental Results

In this section we present some experimental results on the extended optimization
techniques for OBDDs� We built up some routines on top of the OBDD�package
of D� Long �Lon	�� and used the ISCAS�	 benchmark circuits s���� s��
�� s	��
which have a large number of state bits and have also formed the set of examples in
�RS	��� Each optimization run consists of three phases� First� we applied Rudell�s
Sifting algorithm �Rud	�� for �nding a good variable order� Then some minimization
based on XOR�transformations is performed� Finally� Sifting is applied once more to
re�establish a suitable variable order� The table shows the obtained shared OBDD�
sizes of the next�state functions in comparison to the sizes that were obtained without
the minimization by XOR�transformations�

without with
Circuit & state bits XOR XOR
s��� 
 ��� ����
s��
� ��� ���� ���

s	�� ��� ��� ��	

The minimization based on XOR�transformation works as follows� In a preprocessing
step we compute promising pairs �i� j� for an XOR�transformation� The heuristic
criteria for considering a pair �i� j� as promising are�

�� the next�state functions �i and �j have a nearly equal support� or

�� the variables xi and xj appear in nearly the same functions�

Then� as long as improvements are possible� the best XOR�transformation among
these pairs are applied� In order to avoid the expensive computations �i��j� we only
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perform this step if the variable substitution xi �� xi�xj yields a good intermediate
result�

It must be admitted that in the above experiments� the running times are signi��
cantly higher than the running times for pure Sifting� This is due to a non�optimal
implementation of the XOR�transformation within the OBDD�package of D� Long
and due to the large number of performed XOR�transformations� However� big im�
provements in the implementation techniques are the focus of the next chapter�

��� Conclusion

We have proposed and analyzed new re�encoding techniques for minimizing OBDDs�
In particular� we have proposed the XOR�transformation and shown that this trans�
formation is in fact the only new transformation on two state variables� This trans�
formation can in certain cases signi�cantly enrich the set of basic operations for the
optimization of OBDDs� Some experimental results have shown the validity of our
approach�

��� Two Proofs

Proof of Theorem ���

Proof Let K � b�n�nc� Suppose there are ci variables with label xi in the OBDD�
and let cn	� � K 

Pn
i�� ci� cn	� serves to cover the case

Pn
i�� ci � K� Since each

ci� � � i � n  �� is a nonnegative integer� the equation
Pn	�

i�� ci � K has exactly�
n	K
K

�
solutions� Suppose that all the vertices are ordered by increasing positions

in the variable order� then each of the two edges of a vertex can only connect to
its successors� including the nonterminal vertices � and �� Hence there are at most
�K  ���K� �K  ��� 
 � � � 
 �� � ��K  ��$�� ways to place the edges� Since there are
n$ di�erent variable orders� there are at most

n$

�
n K

K

�
��K  ��$��

shared OBDDs with at most K vertices for their optimal variable order� Due to the
cyclic symmetry of the autonomous counter it follows

e�n� � �n n$ �n K�$ ��K  ��$�� � �n ��n �K  ��$

� �n��n � 
 �n�n ��$ � �n� 
 �n�n�$ for su�ciently large n�
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and therefore
e�n�

a�n�
� � as n���

�

Proof of Theorem ����

Proof Let f�x�� � � � � xn� be a switching function�

f ��x�� � � � � xi��� xi� xi	�� � � � � xn� � f�x�� � � � � xi��� xi � xj� xi	�� � � � � xn��

and P � P � the OBDDs of f resp� f ��

CASE �� j � i� As there is a ����correspondence between �xi� xj� and �xi� xj� xj��
Theorem ���� implies directly that s�k � sk for k � j  � or k � i  �� In par�
ticular� a subfunction fx��a������xk���ak��

depends essentially on xk if and only if
f �x��a������xk���ak��

depends essentially on xk for k � j  ��

Next we show s�j � s�  � � �  sj��  �� It can happen that a subfunc�
tion fx��a������xj���aj��

does not depend essentially on xj but the subfunction
f �x��a������xj���aj��

does� Due to this e�ect s�j can become large and there is no upper
bound for s�j depending only on sj� Each xj�node in P � has to be reached from at
least one node labeled by xk� k � j  �� or the source is the only node labeled by
xj� There are at most

�s��  � � � �s�j��  s��  s��  � � � s�j��  � � s��  s��  � � � s�j��  �

� s�  s�  � � � sj��  �

edges starting in a node labeled by xk� k � j  �� and leading to a node labeled by
xj� Hence� s

�
j � s�  � � � sj��  ��

Now we prove s�k � �sk� j � � k � i� Again� we use that fx��a������xk���ak��
depends

essentially on xk if and only if f
�
x��a������xk���ak��

does� Further� each subfunction
f �x��a������xk���ak��

�xk� � � � � xn� is identical to

fx��a������xk���ak��
�xk� � � � � xi� � � � � xn� �in case aj � ��

or to fx��a������xk���ak��
�xk� � � � � xi� � � � � xn� �in case aj � ���

These two subfunctions do not have to be necessarily di�erent� If follows s�k � �sk�

CASE �� i � j� For k � i or k � j  � we have s�k � sk due to Theorem ����� In
particular� this relation holds for the index i� as fx��a������xi���ai��

depends essentially
on xi if and only if f

�
x��a������xi���ai��

does�
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For i  � � k � j  � the number s�k is equal to the number of functions f
�S�

S � f�� � � � � k  �g� depending essentially on xk� By Shannon�s expansion it holds

f �S � xjf
�S
xj��  xjf

�S
xj���

The function f �S depends essentially on xk if and only if at least one of the two
subfunctions f �Sxj�� and f

�S
xj�� depends essentially on xk� By computing upper bounds

on the number of di�erent subfunctions f �Sxj�� and f �Sxj��� we can derive an upper

bound for s�k� The number of di�erent subfunctions f
�S
xj�a

� a � f�� �g� is equal to

the number of di�erent subfunctions fSxj�a� � a
� � f�� �g� �as both xi and xj are

speci�ed and due to the ����correspondence between �xi� xj� and �xi � xj� xj��� and
this number is at most the number of di�erent subfunctions fS� All the subfunctions
fS are represented in the OBDD P � Combining the three possible cases which of
the two subfunctions f �Sxj�� resp� f

�S
xj�� depend on xk we obtain

s�k � s�k  �sk�sk	�  � � � sn  ���

It remains to �nd an upper bound for s�j � Let S � f�� � � � � j  �g� Then f �S depends
essentially on xj if and only if f

�S
xj�� and f

�S
xj�� are di�erent� The number of subfunc�

tions f �Sxj�a� a � f�� �g� is identical to the number of subfunctions f
S
xj�a�

� a� � f�� �g�

as xi and xj are speci�ed� The subfunctions f
S
xj�a

are represented in the OBDD P �

There are at most sj	� � � � sn � choices for f
S
xj�� and then at most sj	� � � � sn �

choices for fSxj��� The size of an OBDD after the XOR�transformation xi �� xi � xj
with i � j is therefore

size�P �� �
iX

k��

sk  
j��X

k�i	�

�
s�k  �sk�sk	�  � � � sn  ��

�

 �sj	�  � � � sn  ���sj	�  � � � sn  ��  
nX

i�j	�

sk  �

� s�  � � � si  �si	�  � � � sj��  sj	�  � � � sn  ��
� �

�
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Chapter �

Linear Sifting

In this section we will propose new techniques for the optimization of decision dia�
grams within the context of domain transformations from Section ����

In practice it is necessary to identify a cube transformation that maps the functions
of interest onto functions with simple representations� and whose representation
is also compact� Since the exhaustive search of all possible automorphisms is pro�
hibitive even for small problems� e�cient heuristic algorithms are sought for the
automatic identi�cation of appropriate transformations�

In the previous chapter we have studied linear transformations� concluding that they
form a class very well suited to the implementation of e�cient algorithms� In this
chapter we present one such algorithm in the framework of domain transformations
and report on its experimental evaluation� Our algorithm combines linear transfor�
mations with variable reordering techniques� In contrast to the static concept of
transformations based on complete types �see Section ���� linear transformations
can be applied dynamically�

Linear transformations replace one variable� xi� with a linear combination of vari�
ables� A linear combination is obtained by taking the exclusive or of the arguments
or its complement� We restrict ourselves to transformations of the form

xi �� xi � xj� ����

where � indicates the equivalence function� that is� the complement of the exclusive
or�

�
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Before we examine the reasons for this choice and enter into the details of the
algorithm� we brie�y review two applications that demonstrate the usefulness of
this kind of transformation�

In �HS	�� a technique based on spectral analysis is presented� whose purpose is to
decompose a circuit into the cascade of two subcircuits� The �rst is a linear block�
composed of exclusive or gates fed by the primary inputs of the overall circuit�
Such a decomposition can simplify the synthesis task'sometimes dramatically� The
realization of this application will be presented in Chapter ��

In �CCC		�� it is shown that the reachability analysis of the product of two very
similar sequential machines can be made more e�cient if a transformation essen�
tially identical to ���� is applied to the state variables of one of the two machines�
A program that can apply linear transformations� can therefore automatically apply
the technique of �CCC		�� and� in addition� take advantage of similarities between
subsets of the two machines or even between di�erent parts of one machine� In other
words� the technique we present in this chapter can basically be used to automati�
cally re�encode �nite state systems to make reachability analysis more e�cient�

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows� In Section �� we recall some de��
nitions relevant for the current chapter� In Section �� we discuss the Linear Sifting
algorithm� In Section �� we report on our experiments� Section � concludes the
chapter�

��� Preliminaries

Complemented edges The implementation of the optimization algorithm will be
described for decision diagrams with complemented edges as introduced in Section
������

The Sifting algorithm As shown in Section ����� the size of BDDs depends�
sometimes critically� on the variable order �� Various algorithms have been proposed
in recent years to determine good variable orders� The one that is most important to
our treatment is Rudell�s Sifting algorithm that has been described in Section ������
The e�ectiveness of Sifting stems from its ability to move a variable to any position
in the order in a short time� Its time e�ciency relies on the ability to quickly swap
adjacent variables� It is indeed possible to perform such a swap by accessing only
the nodes labeled by the two variables being exchanged�

Linear transformations� An automorphism � on IBn �a bijective mapping from
IBn onto itself� induces an automorphism on IBn� �� with ��f��a� � f���a��� This
function automorphism forms the basis of the transformation concept from Section
���� The function automorphism is completely characterized by the images of the
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projection functions� x�� � � � � xn� We de�ne linear transformations as those automor�
phisms in which the images of the projection functions are obtained by composing
a sequence of elementary transformations of the form xi �� xi � xj�

It is possible � and convenient in our context � to regard variable reordering as an
automorphism� Quite naturally� the exchange of variables xi and xj in the order
corresponds to the application of the transformation xi �� xj� xj �� xi�

The number of linear transformations is shown in Lemma ��� to be

n��Y
i��

��n  �i��

For large n� the number of linear transformations is much smaller than the number
of all possible automorphisms ��n$�� but much larger than the number of transfor�
mations corresponding to variable permutations �n$��

On the other hand� the more limited is a set of transformations� the easier it is to
represent it� Indeed� variable permutations require O�n� space! linear transforma�
tions take O�n�� space! while general automorphisms require exponential space in
the worst case� �In practice� the space requirements of linear transformations are
quite far from the worst�case quadratic bound��

Linear transformations therefore considerably enlarge the search space for the BDD
optimization problem� when compared to variable reordering! still they enjoy e��
cient manipulation� Moreover� in the context of the mentioned applications� linear
transformations are even more highly desired because they form a key step in the
solution of the problem�

��� Linear Sifting

The Sifting algorithm �see Section ������ proceeds by a sequence of pairwise ex�
changes of variables� Suppose that variables xi and xj are to be swapped� and that
xi immediately precedes xj before the swap� Then the e�ect of the exchange on each
node labeled xi can be easily seen by applying Shannon�s expansion theorem w�r�t�
both xi and xj� Assuming f is the function of a node labeled xi� we have�

f � xixjf��  xixjf��  xixjf��  xi xjf��� ����

Exchanging xi and xj and rearranging terms yields in terms of the automorphism
notation�

��f� � xixjf��  xixjf��  xixjf��  xi xjf��� ����
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In words� the e�ect of a swap is to interchange f�� and f��� If we repeat the same pro�
cess for the application of the elementary linear transformation from Equation ���
we obtain�

��f� � xixjf��  xixjf��  xixjf��  xi xjf��� ���

A comparison of Equations �� and � shows that the only di�erence is that f�� is
involved in the interchange with f��� instead of f��� see Figure ��� The fundamental
techniques applied to the e�cient swapping of two variables can be used also for
their linear combination�

x[i]

x[j] x[j]

x[i]

x[j] x[j] 

f11 f10

 

f01 f00

     

f11 f00 f01 f10

Figure ��� xi �� xi � xj via local interchange

Moreover� examination of Equations ���� shows that the application of both swap�
ping and linear combination produces� if the initial state is included� all three ways
of partitioning ff��� f��� f��� f��g into two subsets of equal size� Therefore� by com�
bining swapping and linear transformations it is possible to reduce the size of the
BDD in more cases than by swapping only� This observation forms the basis for our
Linear Sifting algorithm� which proceeds as follows�

Each variable is considered in turn� and� as in Sifting� it is moved up and down
in the order� Let xi be the chosen variable� and let xj be the variable immediately
following it in the order� One basic step of Linear Sifting consists of the following
three phases�

�� Variables xi and xj are swapped! let the size of the BDD after the swap be s��

�� The linear transformation xj �� xi � xj is applied! let the resulting size of the
BDD be s��

�� If s� � s� then the linear transformation is undone� This is obtained by simply
applying the transformation again� since it is its own inverse�
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The net e�ect of the three�phase procedure is that xi is moved one position onward
in the order� and possibly linearly combined with xj� Conversely� if xj is the variable
being moved� it is �rst swapped and then xi is combined with it� �xj �� xi � xj��

The usual formulation of linear transformations is in terms of exclusive or� rather
than its complement� We use the equivalence function ��� because our BDDs use
complemented edges! hence� we cannot swap f�� with one of ff��� f��� f��g� all of
which could be complemented� Since the ��edges cannot be complemented� we would
have to change the complementation of edges into the node labeled �initially� xi�
This would make the operation non�local� which is highly undesirable�

x[i]

x[j] x[j]

x[i]

x[j] x[j] 

f11 f10

 

f01 f00

     

f01 f10 f11 f00

Figure ��� xi �� xi � xj via local interchange

Figure �� recalls the realization of the exclusive or operation� and Figure �� illus�
trates an example in which the use of complemented edges causes problems with the
locality of the operation� We start from a sub�OBDD whose root is labeled by xi�
The ��edge of this node is complemented and points to a sub�OBDD g whose root
is not labeled by xj� The exclusive or operation now causes the ��edge of the left
xj�node to become complemented which is indicated by a bold line� To re�establish
canonicity� the complement bit has to be moved up at least to a position above the
node labeled by xi� However� in the worst case� the adjustment of the complement
bits can lead up to the top of the whole OBDD�

Nothing is lost by using the equivalence function instead of the exclusive or� Fig�
ure �� shows the realization of the equivalence operation� It has been shown in
the previous chapter that the combination of variable exchange and the transfor�
mation of Equation �� subsumes all invertible transformations that a�ect only two
variables�

An algorithm that reorders the variables of a BDD normally keeps track of the per�
mutation produced� Likewise� our algorithm for Linear Sifting has to maintain the
images of the projection functions �the transformed x�� � � � � xn�� The most expedi�
ent way to do that is to maintain the projection functions in the BDD package�
Application of the transformations to the BDDs of the projection functions yield
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x[i]

 

x[i]

x[j]

g

x[j] x[j] 

f11 f10

     

g f10 f11 g

Figure ��� The non�locality of exclusive or in the presence of complemented edges

the BDDs of their transforms� which can be used to build functions directly in the
transformed space� This minimizes the impact of Linear Sifting on the applications
that use it� As an example� two combinational circuits may be tested for equivalence
by building BDDs for both� By using the transformed BDDs of the primary inputs
one guarantees that the two circuits are equivalent if and only if they have the same
BDD� Functions like Apply �Bry��� or ITE �BRB	�� are oblivious of Linear Sifting�

An important device to guarantee high speed in Sifting is the interaction matrix al�
ready mentioned in Section ������ In standard Sifting� this matrix tells the swapping
procedure whether two variables appear together in the support of some function!
in other words� whether there exists a root of the BDD from which one can reach
nodes labeled by both variables� If two variables do not interact� the swap can be
performed in constant time� The interaction matrix is initialized before reordering
starts� and� when swapping is the only allowed transformation� it remains invariant
throughout the execution of the Sifting algorithm�

The interaction matrix is e�ective also for Linear Sifting� On the one hand� it al�
lows cheap swaps for non�interacting variables� On the other hand� it is used to
avoid linear combinations of variables that do not interact� In contrast to swapping
operations� however� linearly combining variables may cause variables that did not
interact to become interacting� Consider the case of two functions of three variables�

f � x� y

g � y � z�

Variables x and z do not interact� because neither f nor g has both of them in its
support� However� the transformation y �� x � y yields

��f� � y�

��g� � x� y � z�
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where all variables interact� Therefore� when two variables are combined� the Linear
Sifting algorithm updates the interaction matrix accordingly�

Linear Sifting is slower than normal Sifting in most cases� because the cost of a linear
transformation is comparable to the cost of a variable swap� If we assume that the
graphs manipulated by the two algorithms are approximately of the same size� then
Linear Sifting will be approximately three times slower than standard Sifting� This
analysis is approximate and does not take into account� for instance� the e�ects of
the linear transformations on the interaction matrix� However� it is con�rmed by
our experiments in most cases�

We close this section by recalling that several variants of decision diagrams exist�
We have discussed Linear Sifting for BDDs� but the algorithm applies with null or
minor modi�cations to all the diagrams that use Shannon�s expansion �as opposed
to the Reed�Muller expansion from Section ����� or moment �BC	�� expansions��
In the case of zero�suppressed BDDs� the transformation xi �� xi � xj is not very
e�ective in changing the size of the diagrams� A node is suppressed if its ��edge
points to the � sink node� This condition is not a�ected by swapping f�� and f���
The graph size may still change as a result of increased or decreased sharing of nodes�
but it is advisable to use xi �� xi � xj instead� The exclusive or transformation is
also preferable for Edge�Valued BDDs �LS	�� LPV	�� In the typical case when the
weight of the ��edge is constrained to be �� using xi �� xi � xj would lead to a
non�local transformation�

��� Experimental Results

We have implemented Linear Sifting in the CUDD package �Som	�� and applied it to
the BDDs of a large collection of circuits� The collection includes well�known bench�
mark circuits �BF��� BBK�	� Yan	��� as well as several large industrial examples�
Figures � and �� �Figure �� continues Figure �� summarize our experiments� in
which we compare the best results we have obtained by applying variable reorder�
ing �speci�cally� di�erent variants of Sifting �PS	��� to the best results obtained by
combining normal Sifting and Linear Sifting�

Two main strategies were used for Linear Sifting� One was to build the BDDs with a
known good order and then applying Linear Sifting� The second strategy consisted of
applying Linear Sifting also while building the BDDs� whenever their sizes doubled�
The former strategy gave better results in more cases� but the latter produced the
most striking results�

The reduction in size goes from �� in �	 cases out of 

� to 	�� for C		 and
C����� The cases of �� improvement are mostly for small circuits� We left these
small circuits in our test suite in spite of their limited signi�cance� because we
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insisted on using the entire validation test suite of CUDD� so that no bias in favor
or against Linear Sifting were introduced by the selection process�

The average improvement� measured by the geometric mean of the individual im�
provements� is ���� The total number of nodes is decreased by ��� by the applica�
tion of Linear Sifting� The CPU times should be considered as merely indicative and
are shown for the sole purpose of supporting the claim that Linear Sifting is time
e�cient in practice� However� since di�erent circuits give their best results when
subjected to di�erent methods� it is impossible to compare individual CPU times�
More signi�cant is the fact that for most cases the number of linear transformations
applied is comparable to the number of swaps performed by the algorithm� When
Sifting and Linear Sifting produce graphs of almost equal sizes� Sifting is about twice
as fast� Improvements to the implementation of Linear Sifting should close this gap
somewhat�

Though not all circuits equally bene�t from the application of Linear Sifting �e�g��
multipliers�� in some cases like C		 or C�	�� the reduction is such as to make a
dramatic di�erence in the subsequent processing of the circuit�

��� Conclusion

The optimization of decision diagrams has applications in both veri�cation and syn�
thesis� Whenever the cost of creating and optimizing the diagram is a minor fraction
of the total elaboration cost! or whenever the optimality of the diagram may have
a direct impact on the quality of the solution� the extra expense of time required
by a more sophisticated algorithm may well be justi�ed� We have presented in this
chapter Linear Sifting� which extends Rudell�s variable reordering algorithm by com�
bining it with linear transformations� We have shown that Linear Sifting reduces the
combined size of the BDD and the transformation in most cases� with a geometric
mean of ��� over a large set of experiments� Several applications can bene�t from a
more compact representation that preserves the ease of use and canonical properties
of plain decision diagrams� One application in logic decomposition for synthesis will
be investigated in the next chapter�

The main open question is� In how far can the additional optimization potential of
Linear Sifting be transferred to the reachability analysis of �nite state machines �
We have outlined one interesting connection between our work and the veri�cation
of similar �nite state machines of �CCC		��� In order to pro�t from Linear Sifting
within the traversal of a single �nite state machine one has to realize an ecient
adaption of the existing techniques and heuristics for image computation�
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Ordering Linear Sifting
Name In Size Size Ratio Time
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Figure �� Experimental results ��rst part�� The column labeled In gives the number
of inputs of the circuit� The column labeled Ordering size gives the best results
we have achieved by variable ordering only� Totals are shown at the bottom of
Figure ���
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Ordering Linear Sifting
Name In Size Size Ratio Time
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Figure ��� Experimental results �continued�� See Figure � for the legend�



Chapter �

Function Decomposition and

Technology Mapping

Decomposition techniques date back to the very early days of computer�aided circuit
design �Koh
��� By revealing the structural properties of a switching function it is
possible to establish representations by means of several simpler functions� Utilizing
these functional properties enables us to decompose large and complex circuits into
a system of smaller subcircuits which may be readily available and economically
maintained�

Recent developments concerning symbolic representations of switching functions by
means of decision diagrams have renewed the interest in decomposition techniques
�HS	�� NJFS	��� By extracting functional properties and decomposing the switching
functions the well�known power of symbolic manipulation techniques can be even
further extended�

In particular� the recent work �HS	�� dealt with the problem that most multi�level
synthesis tools like SIS run into severe problems for complex functions� By decom�
posing the circuit into the cascade of two suitable subcircuits the synthesis task
can be simpli�ed� However� e�cient algorithms to �nd such a decomposition are
available only for very speci�c types of decomposition� An attractive candidate is to
divide the function f into a linear block � and a non�linear block f � �see Figure ����
such that f�x� � f ����x��� The main synthesis task now is to �nd a linear block
� that minimizes the complexity of f � In �HS	�� this problem has been tackled by
methods of spectral analysis� However� although there is a well�established theory
on these techniques �HMM��� the practical implementation of these ideas leads to

�
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very complex algorithms and the improvements are limited� Hence an important
question is not only to �nd better algorithms but also to �nd algorithms which can
be integrated much more easily into existing design systems�

f � � f �

Figure ���� Linear decomposition�

In this chapter we propose to use the Linear Sifting algorithm from Chapter  for the
computation of the linear block �� This algorithm is an extension of the well�known
Sifting algorithm �Rud	��� which is currently the state�of�the�art method for �nding
good variable orders of binary decision diagrams� In the Linear Sifting algorithm� not
only swaps of two neighboring variables are applied as elementary operations� but
also linear transformations among neighboring variables� This algorithm modi�es
a given function� but preserves the canonicity in representation and the e�ciency
of manipulation� We show in what respect Linear Sifting can be used to perform
the above mentioned synthesis task and we prove the validity of our approach by
experimental results�

The chapter is structured as follows� In Section ��� we review the approach of �HS	��
based on spectral analysis� In Section ��� we present our new approach based on Lin�
ear Sifting and contrast it to the existing approach� Experimental results are given
in Section ���� Finally� in Section �� we precisely analyze some unexpected but im�
portant e�ects that occur in the interplay of adder functions� linear transformations
and symbolic synthesis algorithms�

��� Synthesis by Spectral Analysis

In this section we revisit the algorithm of �HS	��� This description will form the
basis for the development and judgement of our algorithm�

Let us recall that a Boolean function � � IBn � IBn is called linear if there exists
an n	 n�matrix m� with Boolean entries such that ��x� � m� 
 x where the matrix
product m� 
 x is evaluated over the Galois �eld GF ���� Of course� � and m� can
be used interchangeably� Additionally we allow to complement some bits of ��x��
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The problem� Given a Boolean function f � IBn� �nd a linear transformation �
and a remaining function f � � IBn such that the decomposition f�x� � f ����x��
simpli�es the synthesis task and leads to smaller circuits�

The choice of suitable linear transformations is achieved by assigning each Boolean
function a complexity measure that is heuristically related to the complexity of
the �nal circuit implementation� The cost of the transformation � is neglected in
this complexity measure on the grounds that the transformation itself is typically
much less complex than the remaining function after the transformation� �In our
experience this is true in most cases��

In order to estimate the complexity of the Boolean function f one can use the
number of vector pairs �x�� x�� which have a Hamming distance dH�x�� x�� of � and
which have identical function values� i�e�

Cn�f� � &f�x�� x�� � dH�x�� x�� � � and f�x�� � f�x��g�

This value lies in the range � to n�n� As a heuristic criterion� large values of
Cn�f� indicate a simple AND�OR�implementation with the extreme case Cn��� �
n�n� On the other hand� small values of Cn�f� indicate an expensive AND�OR�
implementation with the extreme case Cn�x� � x� � 
 
 
 � xn� � �� Due to the
observation that many multi�level synthesis systems perform poorly without a good
sum�of�product representation of the target function� the authors of �HS	�� claim
that the complexity measure C can also be used for multi�level synthesis�

It has been shown that the complexity measure C�f� can be expressed by the Walsh
spectrum of f �HMM���� The Walsh spectrum of f is the �n element vector

Sn�f� � �s�� � � � � s�n��� �W nY n�f��

where Y n�f� is the �n element truth table vector of f �with �� � replaced by  ��
�� and W n is the �n 	 �n Hadamard matrix de�ned by

W n �

�
W n�� W n��

W n�� W n��

�
� W � � ��

If jjujj is de�ned as the number of ��s in the binary representation of u� then the
complexity measure C can be written as a weighted sum of squares of the Walsh
spectral coe�cients

Cn�f� � n�n 
�

�n

�n��X
n��

jjujj s�u �

The main idea in �HS	�� to �nd a suitable linear �lter is to construct linear trans�
formations that minimize the complexity C� In order to �nd suitable candidates
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for this minimization process the Walsh coe�cient representation of the complexity
measure is used� To avoid the exponential costs of computing the Walsh transforma�
tion symbolic BDD�techniques are used in connection with extensions of the Walsh
transformation�

��� Synthesis by Linear Sifting

Our approach to achieve the described decomposition task is based on the Linear
Sifting algorithm from Chapter � This algorithm applies linear transformations on
a given Boolean function in a fully automatic manner� It is very time�e�cient� and
it sometimes leads to signi�cant reductions in the sizes of the OBDDs compared to
the �conventional� Sifting algorithm�

Our heuristic for extracting a linear �lter is to use the �shared� BDD�sizes of the
functions f �� � in the decomposition f�x� � f ����x�� as a complexity measure�

Cn�f �� �� � BDD�size�f �� ���

Our algorithm for extracting a linear �lter is to apply the Linear Sifting algorithm
on the given target function as explained above�

Hence� our complexity measure coincides with the optimization criterion of the Lin�
ear Sifting algorithm� Particularly� we can exploit the fact that our implementation
represents the linear transformation � within the shared BDD itself� The measure
has been inspired by the observation that in some cases Linear Sifting yields signif�
icant reductions in the BDD�size compared to the conventional Sifting algorithm�
Although there is by far no strict correlation between BDD�size and the di�culty in
the mapping step� we expect functions with relatively small BDD�size to be mapped
easily� The advantage of our measure is that it is the most attractive one for the
preprocessing step �minimizing the BDD�size is equivalent to minimizing the mem�
ory consumption� and that it somehow seems to be particularly adequate to analyze
Boolean functions whose implementation will be obtained through modern BDD�
based logic synthesis tools�

Although we did not particularly aim at fully symbolic synthesis algorithms like
the one by Minato �Min	�b� we also investigated these methods� see Section �����
and Section ��� These algorithms start by transforming the OBDD of a function
into a ZDD �zero�suppressed BDD� of its prime�irredundant two�level form before
proceeding�
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��� Experimental Results

����� Main Setup

For the experimental evaluation we tried to use a very similar setup as the one in
�HS	���

Our algorithm has been implemented using the CUDD BDD�package and SIS ����
After building the BDDs in a suitable manner �see below� they are dumped to a
BLIF �le� In case of using Linear Sifting the transformation is also encoded into
this �le �in form of a subcircuit�� Notice that� for sequential benchmarks� only the
combinational portion of the logic has been considered� that is� state inputs and state
outputs have been treated as primary inputs and primary outputs� respectively�

The functions are then synthesized under SIS ��� using script�rugged� Mapping
was done using the library lib��genlib with the command map �m � which opti�
mizes the circuit for area� The memory limit was ��� MB� the time limit ����� s on
a Sun Sparc ���

Our results for a set of �� benchmark circuits are shown in Table ��� and ����
The column In represents the number of inputs resp� outputs of the function� The
column Area shows the area of the mapped circuit� where all numbers are divided
by �� the greatest common divisor of all gate sizes� The delay of the mapped
circuit and the time that SIS needs for all the above mentioned tasks are listed in
the next two columns� The following two columns show the size of the BDD after
the preprocessing step � � the symbolic simulation using Sifting resp� Linear Sifting�
and the running times of this preprocessing�

In our experiments we were especially interested in the question if it is possible by
using an appropriate preprocessing to synthesize those functions which failed when
using only conventional variable reordering� Hence� our experiments were conducted
as follows� We used the publicly available very good variable orders from the CUDD
distribution �Som	�� and used the mapping from the corresponding BDDs as our
reference� These variable orders were obtained by a large number of di�erent variable
reordering variants� Then we used three combinations of Sifting and Linear Sifting
in order to see whether a circuit can be improved or a failed attempt can now be
completed� The three combinations are�

�� Start from the well�known good order� then apply a �nal Linear Sifting�

�� Dynamically apply Linear Sifting�

�� Dynamically apply Linear Sifting until Convergence�
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By these methods the number of fails could be reduced from 	 to �� As � of these �
functions completed when starting from a good order� we now only have  functions
that did not complete for any variant� Concerning the size of the circuits for which
both approaches succeed� the decomposition generally seems to produce some over�
head� However� in some cases like s���� C
��� or C��
� signi�cant gains could be
achieved by using Linear Sifting� As it is proven by the CPU times� the preprocessing
step is very time�e�cient�

As a further reference we want to mention the results of �HS	��� Unfortunately�
although they report on a large number of intermediate results of their implemen�
tation� they give their �nal mapping results only for two circuits whose BDDs have
more than �� nodes and compare it to a mapping from a hardware description
language� see Figure ���

����� Separate Mapping

In the above described experimental setup� we were mainly interested in the e�ect
of Linear Sifting when acting as a preprocessing for introducing some structure into
the function representation�

In particular for the cases where Linear Sifting leads to far superior results we were
interested in the question in how far it is advisable to encode the transformation
and the remaining function into one BLIF �le or to do the mappings separately�
Table ��� shows what happens to the circuits C		� C����� C�	�� when mapping
the transformation and the remaining function separately� It re�ects the general
observation that separate mapping typically does not improve the mapping results
in our environment� However� we did not use a specialized algorithm for mapping
the transformation �like in �HS	���� This might improve our results�

����� Symbolic Synthesis

Minato �Min	�a� Min	�b� has proposed the use of symbolic BDD� and ZDD�
techniques for optimizing multi�level logic circuits� They are mainly based on gener�
ating a ZDD�representation for a prime�irredundant two�level form of the given BDD
and then using e�cient divisor extraction algorithms on ZDDs for optimizing the
circuit� As these techniques seem to be especially suited when starting a mapping
procedure from a given BDD �instead e�g�� of a multi�level description�� we explored
their use for our problem� In our experimental setup� we �rst used the symbolic al�
gorithms for synthesizing the transformed function and then used SIS for doing the
�nal mapping step� see Figure ���� For the implementation of the symbolic synthesis
algorithms we used the corresponding procedures of the newest VIS releases�
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Starting from very good order Best results � � Lin� Sifting BDDs
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Figure ���� Experimental results I�
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Starting from very good order Best results � � Lin� Sifting BDDs
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Starting from a HDL Using transformation
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Figure ���� Results from separate mapping�

The results for some typical cases where Linear Sifting reduced the BDD�size sig�
ni�cantly are shown in Figure ��
� The comparison with Figure ��� shows that the
overhead from the two�phase mapping �VIS and SIS� seems to be too big in our
context�

A very astonishing result which is also of independent interest in the connection
between BDDs and ZDDs is obtained in the case of adders� When using Minato�s
algorithm to transform a BDD for an n�bit adder to the ZDD of its prime�irredundant
two�level form� the ZDD is of linear size� When applying Linear Sifting on the BDD
of the adder� the BDD�size is reduced by � � of the original size� If� however� this
linearly sifted BDD is transformed to the ZDD of its irredundant sum�of�product�
the size of the resulting ZDD seems to grow exponentially� A thorough description
of this e�ect will be given in Section ���

BDD

Symbolic
synthesis �VIS�� BLIF

Technology
mapping �SIS� � Circuit

Figure ���� Symbolic synthesis�
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Figure ��
� Results from symbolic synthesis�

����� Summary of the Experiments

We have presented and experimentally evaluated a new approach for synthesizing
and mapping a Boolean function after performing a suitable decomposition� Our
method is an alternative to the one proposed in �HS	��� The experimental results
show that this approach may produce good results in cases where the function cannot
be synthesized without a decomposition� Our approach is easy to implement in all
environments which use dynamic reordering for BDDs� the resulting algorithm is
simpler than the one in �HS	��� It also very well supports the concept of symbolic
BDD�representations and may immediately pro�t from further improvements of the
Linear Sifting algorithm�

In general� we think that the full power of decomposition techniques for mapping
from a BDD has not been exploited so far� Additional investigations of the auxiliary
routines �like Linear Sifting�� their combination and the optimization criteria should
help to close this gap� Speci�cally� the results concerning adder functions suggest
that the minimization of the ZDD for the cover of the given function rather than
the minimization of the BDD for the function itself may provide a more reliable cost
function� �The number of nodes in that ZDD corresponds to the number of literals
in a factored form for the function��

��� Linear Sifting and Adder Functions

In this section we give some detailed analyses of adder functions in the presence of
symbolic synthesis algorithms and Linear Sifting� The goal it not only to analyze
the blowup for adders reported in Section ����� but also to provide a new reference
result for unexpected yet important e�ects caused by combining seemingly unrelated
algorithms on BDDs and ZDDs�

Let f�an��� bn��� � � � � a�� b�� cin� � IB�n	� � IBn	� be the n�bit adder function that
takes as input two n�bit strings an�� � � � a�� bn�� � � � b� and an incoming carry cin�
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and computes their binary sum sn�� � � � s� and the outgoing carry bit cn� see Figure
����

an�� an�� � � � a� a� a�

bn�� bn�� � � � b� b� b�

cin

cn sn�� sn�� � � � s� s� s�

Figure ���� n�bit adder

We prove the following behavioral properties of adders�

�� By linear transformations� the OBDD�size of adders �w�r�t� the optimal order�
can be reduced by at least ��� An upper bound for the reduction is ����
In practice� the Linear Sifting algorithm indeed �nds a transformation which
leads to a �� reduction in size�

�� When establishing a prime�irredundant two�level form in ZDD�representation
for adders via the ISOP algorithm� the size of the ZDD for the original adder
remains linear� On the other hand� the size of this ZDD for the transformed
adder seems to grow exponentially�

We proceed as follows�

�� The variable order bn��� an��� � � � � b�� a�� cin leads to an OBDD�size of �n  �
for the n�bit adder�

�� For all variable orders� n�bit adders have an OBDD�size of at least �nC for
a �xed constant C�

�� For every n�bit adder there exists a linear transformation �n for which the
transformed OBDD has size �n ��

� �Trivial�� Every linearly transformed n�bit adder has size at least �n  ��

�� The application of the ISOP algorithm on the adders of the �rst statement
leads to ZDDs of size ��n ��

�� The size of the ZDDs which are the results of the ISOP algorithm when applied
to the transformed adders seem to grow exponentially�
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  s0    s1  

b0

  s2  

b1

  c3  

b2 b2

a2 a2a2

b1

1

a1 a1 a1

b0

a0 a0a0

cin

Figure ��	� ��bit adder

����� Adder Behavior

It is well�known that good BDD�orders for the n�bit adder require to keep ai and
bi together in the order� � � i � n  �� In Lemma ��� we will prove that the
variable order bn��� an��� � � � � b�� a�� cin leads to the size �n  � in the presence of
complemented edges� After that� in Theorem ���� we will prove that this size is
asymptotically optimal� as every variable order leads to a size of at least �n C�

Lemma 	� For n � �� the reduced OBDD using complemented edges for the n�bit
adder w�r�t� the variable order bn��� an��� � � � � b�� a�� cin has exactly �n � nodes�

Proof The lemma can be proven by induction on the length of the adder� The
idea for the induction should become clear from Figure ��	 which shows the OBDD
for a ��bit adder� In the diagram a ��edge is indicated by a solid line� a ��edge by a
dashed line and a complemented ��edge by a dotted line� �

Theorem 	� The OBDD using complemented edges for the n�bit adder function
w�r�t� the optimal order has size at least �n C for a �xed constant C�
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Proof Due to the partial symmetry we can assume w�l�o�g�� For each � � i � n��
bi appears in the order before ai� and a� appears before cin�

�� Show� For all � � i � n  � there exist nodes Bi� Ai labeled by bi resp� ai with
the following property� The represented subfunctions have complementary cofactors
w�r�t� bi resp� ai �i�e� the subfunction f satis�es fbi�� � fbi����

Proof� Let � � i � n�� and consider the OBDD of the output bit si� As si depends
on both bi and ai� there exist nodes Bi and Ai which are labeled by bi resp� ai� As
si has complementary cofactors w�r�t� bi �resp� ai�� the represented subfunction in
Bi �resp� Ai� has complementary cofactors w�r�t� bi �resp� ai��

�� Show� For each � � i � n �� If ai is not the last variable of a�� � � � � an�� in the
order� there exist three di�erent nodes Ci� Di and Ei which are labeled by bi or ai
and which are di�erent from the two nodes Ai� Bi�

Proof� Let � � i � n  �� and let ai be not the last variable of a�� � � � � an��

in the order� Consider the OBDD for the outgoing carry cn� For a variable x �
fa�� � � � � an��� b�� � � � � bn��� cing let

Atop
x � faj � aj �� xg� Abot

x � faj � aj �� xg�

Btop
x � fbj � bj �� xg� Bbot

x � fbj � bj �� xg�

Ctop
x � fcin � cin �� xg� Cbot

x � fcin � cin �� xg�

where � is the underlying variable order� Furthermore� for a subset Z �
fz�� � � � � zkg � fa�� � � � � an��� b�� � � � � bn��� cing� the notation Z � � �analogously
Z � �� is de�ned to denote z� � �� � � � � zk � ��

Case 	� All the variables bi	�� ai	�� � � � � bn��� an�� occur before bi in the order�

As ai is not the last variable of a�� � � � � an�� in the order� there exists a j with j � i
such that aj occurs after ai in the order� Consider the following subfunction of cn�

hn�A
bot
bi
� Bbot

bi
� Cbot

bi
� bi� � cn�A�B� cin�jAtop

bi
���Btop

bi
nfbjg���Btop

bi
�fbjg���Ctop

bi
�� � � �

Intuitively� in this subfunction� the input bits bi� ai and aj are responsible whether
or not there will be a carry propagation into position j  � and hence up to the
output bit cn�

hn�A
bot
bi
� Bbot

bi
� Cbot

bi
� bi�jAbot

bi
nfajg���aj���Btop

bi
nfbjg���Btop

bi
�fbjg���Cbot

bi
���bi�� � �

��

hn�A
bot
bi
� Bbot

bi
� Cbot

bi
� bi�jAbot

bi
nfajg���aj���Btop

bi
nfbjg���Btop

bi
�fbjg���Cbot

bi
���bi�� � � �
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Hence� there exists a node labeled bi representing the subfunction hn�

Now consider the following subfunctions h�n� h
�
n of hn�

h�n�A
bot
ai
� Bbot

ai
� Cbot

ai
� ai� � cn�A�B� cin�jAtop

ai
���Btop

ai
nfbi�bjg���Btop

ai
�fbjg���Ctop

ai
���bi��

h�n�A
bot
ai
� Bbot

ai
� Cbot

ai
� ai� � cn�A�B� cin�jAtop

ai
���Btop

ai
nfbi�bjg���Btop

ai
�fbjg���Ctop

ai
���bi��

h�n depends on ai� as

h�n�A
bot
ai
� Bbot

ai
� Cbot

ai
� ai�jAbot

ai
���Bbot

ai
nfbjg���Bbot

ai
�fbjg���Cbot

ai
���ai�� � �

��

h�n�A
bot
ai
� Bbot

ai
� Cbot

ai
� ai�jAbot

ai
���Bbot

ai
nfbjg���Bbot

ai
�fbjg���Cbot

ai
���ai�� � � �

h�n depends on ai� as

h�n�A
bot
ai
� Bbot

ai
� Cbot

ai
� ai�jAbot

ai
���Bbot

ai
���Cbot

ai
���ai�� � �

��

h�n�A
bot
ai
� Bbot

ai
� Cbot

ai
� ai�jAbot

ai
���Bbot

ai
���Cbot

ai
���ai�� � � �

h�n and h
�
n are di�erent because

h�n�A
bot
ai
� Bbot

ai
� Cbot

ai
� ai�jAbot

ai
���Bbot

ai
���Cbot

ai
���ai�� � �

��

h�n�A
bot
ai
� Bbot

ai
� Cbot

ai
� ai�jAbot

ai
���Bbot

ai
���Cbot

ai
���ai�� � � �

Hence� there are three nodes whose corresponding subfunctions are monotone in�
creasing in bi resp� ai and therefore di�erent from Ai� Bi�

Case 
� There exists a j � i such that aj occurs after ai in the order�

As cn depends on aj� there are at least two nodes Ci� Di labeled by bi� ai whose
corresponding subfunctions are monotone increasing functions� We will now show
the existence of another node labeled bi by inspecting the OBDD for the function
sj�

Consider the following subfunction of sj�

hn�A
bot
bi
� Bbot

bi
� Cbot

in � bi� � sj�A�B� cin�jAtop
bi

�fai�������an��g���Btop
bi

���

Atop
bi

�fa� �����ai��g���Cbi
��
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hn depends on bi as

hn�A
bot
bi
� Bbot

bi
� Cbot

in � bi�jAbot
bi

�fai�������an��g���Bbot
bi

���Abot
bi

�fa������ai��g���Cbi
���ai���bi�� � �

��
hn�A

bot
bi
� Bbot

bi
� Cbot

in � bi�jAbot
bi

�fai�������an��g���Bbot
bi

���Abot
bi

�fa������ai��g���Cbi
���ai���bi�� � ��

hn is not monotone increasing in bi� Hence� the corresponding node is di�erent from
Ci� As hn obviously depends on aj �namely� it has complementary cofactors w�r�t�
aj�� it is di�erent from Bi �whose corresponding subfunction does not depend on
aj�� �

The following lower bound on the size of the linearly transformed adder follows
immediately from the fact that the transformed adder must depend on all �n  �
input variables�

Lemma 	� The transformed adder has OBDD�size �using complemented edges�
at least �n ��

The following does not only show that linearly transformed adders nearly meet this
lower bound� but �as the transformation is found by our implementation of the
Linear Sifting algorithm� shows that such a transformation is also found in practice�

Lemma 	� For n � �� there exists a linear transformation �n such that the
OBDD �using complemented edges� of the transformed n�bit adder has exactly �n �
nodes�

The transformation in this lemma is exactly the one that is found in our implemen�
tation of Linear Sifting�

Proof The proof is also done by induction� The idea for the induction should
become clear from Figure ���� which can be extended to arbitrary n� On the left
side of the �gure the functional relation between the original and the transformed
variables a�i� b

�
i� c

�
in is given� In particular� we have for the example case n � �

s� � c�in � b�� � b�� � b��
� �a� � cin� � �b� � b�� � �b� � b�� � b�

� a� � b� � cin �

s� � a�� � �a
�
� 
 b� � a�� 
 �a� � b� � cin���

� a�� � ��b� � cin� 
 b� � �b� � cin� 
 �a� � b� � cin��

� a�� � �b�cin � a�b� � b� � b�cin � a�cin � b�cin�

� �b� � a�� � �b�cin � a�b� � a�cin�

� a� � b� � c� �
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a2’  :  b2 = a2

a1’  :  b1 = a1

a0’  :  b0 = cin

cin’  :  a0 = cin

b0’  :  b1 = b0

b1’  :  b2 = b1

b2’  :  b2

  s0    s1  

cin’

  s2  

a1’

  c3  

a2’ a2’

a1’

b2’

a0’

b1’

b0’

1

Figure ����� Transformed ��bit adder

�

����� The ISOP Algorithm

Modern symbolic synthesis algorithms that are for example integrated in the
VIS system� use symbolic representations of two�level forms� In particular� ZDD�
representations of disjunctive normal forms �DNF� are of great importance� In
this context� one also speaks of sum of products or cube sets�

De�nition 		 A disjunctive normal form is called

� prime� if each term is a prime implicant� that is� no literal can be eliminated
without changing the function�

� irredundant� if there are no redundant terms� that is� no term can be elimi�
nated without changing the function�
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The transformation from an OBDD to a ZDD for a prime�irredundant sum of prod�
ucts is achieved by using Morreale�s algorithm �Mor
�� which has been adapted to
the decision diagram environment by Minato �Min	�a�� This algorithm is shown in
Figure ���� for an incompletely function f with one output� If f is a function with
multiple outputs� the algorithm is performed successively on each output bit�

The body of the ISOP algorithm �Irredundant Sum of Products� contains
three recursive calls� The parameter of the third call strongly depends on the results
of the �rst two recursive calls� Due to this dependency a detailed analysis of the
resulting ZDD function quickly becomes quite tedious�

Property 	
 For a completely speci�ed Boolean function f the ISOP algorithm
has the following properties� where v� f�� f�� isop�� isop� and isopd are de�ned as
in the description of the algorithm�

	� If f� 
 f� � � �i�e� f� and f� do not have common minterms or don�t cares�
then

ISOP �f� � v 
 ISOP �f��  v 
 ISOP �f��  �


� If f� � f� then isopd � f� and

ISOP �f� � �  v 
 isop�  isopd�

�� If f� � f� then isopd � f� and

ISOP �f� � v 
 isop�  �  isopd�

Proof �� If f� and f� do not have common minterms or don�t cares� then f ���
and f ��� do not have common minterms� common don�t cares or common don�t
cares�minterms� Hence� fd � ��

�� If f� � f� then f �� only consists of ��s and don�t cares� and hence isop� �
ISOP �f ��� � �� This also implies f

��
� � f�� Hence� in order to show that isopd � f�

we only have to show that in the de�nition diagram of fd� the combination f ��� �
�� f ��� � � is not possible� If for a particular input f ��� � f� � � then f� � �� and
therefore f ��� � � or f

��
� � d� i�e� f ��� �� ��

�� Analogous to �� �

The two�level form of a function f�x�� � � � � xn� is represented by a ZDD in the follow�
ing way� For each input variable xi two ZDD�variables xi� x

c
i ��c� for �complement��

are created� one for the positive literal xi and one for the negative literal xi�

Lemma 	� For n � �� the resulting ZDD �which depends on �
��n �� variables�
when applying Minato�s algorithm on the adder of Lemma ��	 has size ��n ��
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ISOP�f�x�� f
�� Input� OBDD for f�x� � f�� �gn � f�� �� dg �d� don�t care� ��
�� Output� isop � prime�irredundant cube sets being consistent with f ��

If ��x � f�� �gn � f�x� �� �� f isop� 	
g
Else If ��x � f�� �gn � f�x� �� �� f isop� �
g
Else f

v � top variable in the OBDD for f 

f� � f�x�jv��

f� � f�x�jv��

Compute f ��� f

�
� as dened by the following rules�

f �� �

f�
f� 	 � d
	 	 � d
� 	 d d
d 	 d d

f ���

f�
f� 	 � d
	 	 	 	
� � d d
d d d d

isop� � ISOP�f ���
 �� recursively generates cubes including v ��
isop� � ISOP�f ���
 �� recursively generates cubes including v ��
Let g�� g� be the Boolean functions which are dened by the cube sets

isop�� isop�� respectively

Compute f ��� � f

��
� as dened by the following rules�

f ��� �

f�
g� 	 � d
	 	 � d
� � d d

f ��� �

f�
g� 	 � d
	 	 � d
� � d d

Compute fd as dened by the following rule�

fd �

f ��

�f ��

�
	 � d

	 	 	 	
� 	 � �
d 	 � d

isopd � ISOP�fd�
 �� recursively generates cubes excluding v� v ��
isop� �v 
 isop�� � �v 
 isop�� � isopd


g
g

Figure ����� The ISOP algorithm
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In the proof of the lemma� we will use the following don�t care notation�

De�nition 	� Let f� g � f�� �gn � f�� �g be Boolean functions satisfying f 
g � ��
Then f � g denotes the incompletely speci�ed Boolean function f�� �gn � f�� �� dg
that is de�ned by

�f � g� �x� �

�	

	�
� if f�x� � � and g�x� � �
� if f�x� � � and g�x� � �
d if f�x� � � and g�x� � �

�

Proof The case n � � can be checked separately� We prove the following three
statements for the ZDD of ISOP�addern�� n � �� by one induction�

�� The ZDD for ISOP�sn���� ISOP�cn� has the structure as shown in Figure
���� �a� with sub�OBDDs rooted in A and B which represent ISOP�cn���
resp� ISOP�cn����

�� The ZDD for the n�bit adder has ��n � nodes�

Induction base� The case n � � can easily be checked�

Induction step� From the induction hypothesis it follows that the shared ZDD for
ISOP�sn���� ISOP�cn��� of the �n  ���bit adder has the structure that is shown
in Figure ���� �b�� The sub�OBDDs rooted in A� B represent ISOP�cn��� and
ISOP�cn���� respectively� We will now extend this ZDD to construct a ZDD for
ISOP�sn��� sn��� cn�� The construction which will be explained in the following is
shown in Figure �����

First we show how to construct the ZDD for ISOP�cn���� Later on� we will see that
indeed this ZDD will be necessary to construct the ZDD of ISOP�addern��

ISOP�cn���� splitting variable bn���

In the stage of the ISOP algorithm where bn�� is the splitting variable� we have the
following assignments to f�� f��

f� � �cn���bn���� � cn��  an��cn���

f� � �cn���bn���� � an�� cn���

It holds f� � f�� Due to Property ���� isop� � �� Then� using the don�t care notation
from De�nition ����

f �� � an��cn��  an��cn�� � an�� cn���
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ISOP�sn���� ISOP�cn� ISOP�sn���� ISOP�cn���

 b(n-1) 

 b(n-1)c 

 a(n-1) 

 a(n-1)c 

 b(n-2) 

 b(n-2)c 

  s(n-1)    c(n)  

2 1

5 7

3

46

0

9

A

8

B

1

 b(n-2) 

 b(n-2)c 

 a(n-2) 

 a(n-2)c 

 b(n-3) 

 b(n-3)c 

  s(n-2)    c(n-1)  

2 1

5 7

3

46

0

9

A

8

B

1

�a� Structure w�r�t� n �b� Structure w�r�t� n �

Figure ����� Inductive structure

� ISOP�an��cn��  an��cn�� � an�� cn���� splitting variable an���

f� � cn�� � cn��� f� � cn��� Consequently� isop� � �� isop� � �� isopd �
ISOP�cn���� and isop � an��  ISOP�cn����

As ISOP�cn��� is represented by node B� the node n�� is constructed�

Now the computation of ISOP�cn��� proceeds as follows� fd � �cn���bn���� �
an�� cn���

� ISOP�an�� cn���� splitting variable an���

f� � cn��� f� � �� Consequently� isop� � �� isop� � cn��� isopd � �� isop �
an�� cn��� Hence� due to the elimination rule for ZDDs� isop is represented by
a node labeled acn�� with ��successor B and ��successor �� Such a node already
exists in the ZDD for ISOP�addern���� namely node 	�

Now the subresults within the computation of ISOP�cn��� can be combined� As
ISOP�f ��� is represented by node n�� and ISOP�fd� is represented by node 	� the
node n�� is constructed�
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 b(n-1) 

 b(n-1)c 

 a(n-1) 

 a(n-1)c 

 b(n-2) 

 b(n-2)c 
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Figure ����� Induction step

ISOP�sn���� splitting variable bn���

f� � �sn���bn����� f� � �sn���bn����� Due to Property ��� we have f
�
� � f�� f

�
� � f��

� ISOP��sn���bn������ splitting variable an���

f� � �sn���bn�����an���� � cn��� f� � �sn���bn�����an���� � cn��� Due to Prop�
erty ��� we have

isop � an�� 
 cn��  an�� 
 cn���
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As ISOP�cn��� is represented by node � and ISOP�cn��� is represented by node
n��� the nodes n
� n� are constructed�

� ISOP��sn���bn������ splitting variable an���

f� � �sn���bn�����an���� � cn��� f� � �sn���bn�����an���� � cn��� As
ISOP�cn��� is represented by node n�� and ISOP�cn��� is represented by node
�� the nodes n�� n� are constructed�

Now the subresults within the computation of ISOP�sn��� can be combined� As
ISOP�f ��� is represented by node n
 and ISOP�f

�
�� is represented by node n�� the

nodes n�� n� are constructed�

ISOP�cn�� splitting variable bn���

Analogous to our reduction of ISOP�cn��� to ISOP�cn���� the computation of
ISOP�cn� can be reduced to the computation of ISOP�cn���� This results in the
construction of the nodes n�� n� n��

Now the induction step can be completed� Node � and node n�� are the nodes A
resp� B from the induction claim� and �� new nodes have been added�

�

In contrast to the linear ZDD�size resulting from the original adder� the ZDD�size
resulting from the transformed adder grows much faster� When starting from the
linear transformed OBDD that has been described in Lemma �� the OBDD satis�es
the recurrence equation

size�n� � � 
 size�n  ��  n  �� size��� � ��� �����

for all n � � in our corresponding experiments �in particular n � ��� and hence
seems to grow exponentially in n� The explicit solution of the recurrence equation
����� can be computed by the substitutions size�n� � bnn� and bn � cn��� which
leads to the homogeneous equation cn � �cn��� c� � �� and hence to cn � �� 
 �

n�
Substituting this result backwards yields

size�n� � �� 
 �n  n ���

����� Open Questions

We have given some theoretical results in the presence of OBDDs� ZDDs for sum
of products and linear transformations� In general� we know only very few suitable
techniques for proving lower bounds in the case of linear transformations� Some
theoretical problems in this area are therefore still open�
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Open questions in connection with adders�

�� Is the transformation from Lemma �� the best linear transformation for
adders �

�� How to prove the above conjecture of the ISOP�behavior for the transformed
adders �see Equation ������ �

More general open questions concerning lower bounds in the presence of linear trans�
formations are�

�� Do the OBDDs for multipliers remain exponential for all transformations �
Conjecture� Yes�

�� Can linear transformations be exponentially better than variable reordering �
How to construct such a function �

�� What is the exact complexity of the problem of �nding the best linear trans�
formation �

� Typically� in practice the size of the input�OBDDs is a good measure for the
expected running time of an algorithm� The presented material has given ex�
amples where this assumption fails� For a given OBDD�algorithm like ISOP�
therefore the following principle question is of particular importance� How can
�heuristically� be checked in advance whether a given input�OBDD is an easy
or a hard instance for the algorithm �
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Chapter �

Related Approaches and Final

Remarks

��� Related Approaches

In this section we want to mention some recent research results that are directly
related to our work and therefore give some additional ideas on further research
directions�

Canonical TBDDs The concept of transformed BDDs that has been introduced
in Section ��� and which formed the basis for our Linear Sifting algorithms works
with bijective cube transformations� In this case the canonicity of the representation
is preserved�

In �GKB	
� the authors tackle the problem of working with less restricted injec�
tive mappings onto an image space of possibly larger dimension� They show how
to preserve canonicity by identifying the image set of the transformation function
precisely� For this reason� ternary OBDDs are considered whose third edge represent
don�t care values� Don�t care values are denoted by d�

De�nition 
� Let f � IBn a Boolean function and � � IBn � IBm� m � n� be an
injective mapping�

The ternary OBDD of an incompletely speci�ed function g � IBm � f�� �� dg is called
canonical TBDD of f by the transformation function � if g satis�es the following

	�
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properties�

g�y� �

�
f�x� if there exists an y � IBm with y � ��x��
d otherwise�

Based on this concept the authors investigate the larger optimization space compared
with standard TBDDs� examples of suitable transformations and techniques for
applying these concepts to combinational veri�cation�

BDD Input Encoding Problem The recent work �GVSS	
� is related to the
presented work on state encodings� The authors address the so�called BDD in�

put encoding problem� This problem starts from a given function with arbitrary
values� e�g� the next�state function of a �nite state machine� and tries to minimize
the size of the resulting multi�valued BDD if the values of the function are binary
encoded�

Input� Functions fi � D� R� � � i � r� where D and R are �nite sets and jDj � �n

for some n�

Output� A bijection e � D � IBn such that the size of the multi�valued �shared�
BDD for f �i � IB

n � R� � � i � r� is minimal� where the functions f �i are
de�ned by

f �i�x� � y �� fi�e
���x�� � y�

In the mentioned paper� conditions for �nding an optimal encoding in this context
are discussed� as well as heuristic algorithms�

Re�encoding Techniques Using High�Level Descriptions In �STB	�� STB	
�
state re�encoding techniques are investigated from a di�erent point of view� Our
approach was to minimize the OBDD�size when starting from a given OBDD� In
contrast to this� the authors of �STB	�� start from a high�level language like Esterel�
By using re�encoding techniques they try to optimize the designs generated from such
high�level speci�cations� In particular� they aim at minimizing the number of state
bits which has also a strong e�ect on the OBDD�sizes�

��� Final Remarks

We have analyzed transformation techniques for BDD�based representations and
proposed new techniques for using this optimization potential� Within this frame�
work� we have covered a variety of aspects� from theoretical investigations over



�	�	 Final Remarks 
�

optimization algorithms� fully automated techniques like Linear Sifting� implemen�
tations issues for e�cient realizations� up to applications in VLSI design�

In our opinion� the area of transformation techniques for BDD�based computer�aided
design still bears additional potential� The presented open questions and related
approaches have given some ideas for further investigations�
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